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Abstract
A rapid decline in the quality of drinking water sources across the world has
emerged as a considerable threat to human life. Maintaining a continuous sup-
ply of clean drinking water is a challenging task in rural and marginalized com-
munities, where conventional methods of monitoring and treatment cannot be
implemented due to a lack of appropriate infrastructure and skilled personnel.
Hence, the main focus of the present thesis is to develop better water quality
monitoring and purification techniques targeted towards portable point-of-use
systems. The approach towards better water quality monitoring involves the de-
velopment of a rapid and portable concentrating device which can be used in
conjunction with microfluidics based biosensor platforms to detect pathogens in
contaminated water. The solution to the problem of water treatment involves
the assessment of a naturally available antimicrobial agent, the Moringa oleifera
seed extract, followed by its integration into a novel and truly sustainable device
capable of removing bacterial loads from contaminated water.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Water is one of the most fundamental resource required for the preservation of
planetary bio-diversity. The availability of clean water is essential for human
survival and directly impacts the quality of human life across the planet. Nearly
97.5% of water on earth is constituted by salty ocean waters which cannot be put
to use without expensive and energy intensive desalination techniques. Glaciers
and ice caps are huge repositories of fresh water comprising almost 2.15% of
all the water on earth but are not easily accessible for immediate application.
Only a small amount of water (0.65%) in the form of rivers, lakes and under-
ground aquifers is available to us for direct utilization[1]. The global demand
for freshwater has increased at an alarming rate, primarily due to the exponen-
tial rise in population, which has led to aggressive agricultural and industrial
expansions. Freshwater withdrawals have increased globally at 1% per year
since 1980 to cater to the growing needs of the society. The irrigated agriculture
sector accounts for most of the freshwater withdrawal (70%) and use followed
by the energy (15%)and industrial manufacturing (4%) sectors[2]. Such over-
exploitation combined with unabated deforestation has led to the disruption
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of carefully balanced ecosystems, whereby natural means of replenishment of
freshwater sources have been hampered. Almost 38% of irrigated areas globally,
still depend on groundwater[2]. Aggravated by poor irrigation techniques, this
has accelerated the decline of water quality in most communities. In addition,
due to a lack of strict policies, untreated and unregulated agricultural and indus-
trial runoffs are deteriorating the conditions of existing surface and groundwater
sources through further contamination. The entire scenario has been exacer-
bated by climate change, which has disrupted weather patterns across the world
causing irregularities in the hydrological cycle and threatening the collapse of
major ecosystems[3].
The uneven distribution of freshwater resources across the world has had
the most impact in the developing countries of Africa, Asia and the Middle-East,
where inadequate access to clean and safe drinking water has turned into the
most potent threat to the quality of life. Nearly two thirds of the global popula-
tion inhabit areas associated with economic and physical water scarcity. Recent
reports indicate that an estimated 750 million people lack access to improved
drinking water sources while nearly 1.8 billion others use a source of water
which is fecally contaminated[4]. 82% of those who lack access to improved
drinking water sources reside in rural areas or in minimal resource settings. In-
gestion of such contaminated water has led to the prevalence of waterborne
diseases like diarrhea and cholera causing approximately 2 million deaths an-
nually with a majority of them being children under the age of five[5]. Natu-
rally, proactive efforts are necessary to mitigate the challenges of contaminated
drinking water sources in limited resource settings through water treatment and
water quality monitoring techniques. The challenges are further elevated due to
the dearth of appropriate infrastructure and connectivity in such communities
to carry out traditional purification and monitoring processes. Hence, an active
branch of research has delved into the development of effective and sustain-
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able point-of-use devices to improve the access to clean and safe drinking water
and consequently improve the quality of life in these marginalized communities.
This thesis delves on the broader scientific approach to improve point-of-use wa-
ter quality monitoring and provide a sustainable nature-inspired solution to the
water treatment problem .
Microbial contamination of drinking water sources is one of the leading
causes of waterborne diseases, which begs the need of developing efficient wa-
ter monitoring systems to improve worldwide living standards. Even in low
concentrations, the pathogens in water are detrimental to the well-being of the
human population. Hence, there is an urgent need for developing efficient wa-
ter monitoring systems that will improve global living standards. Conventional
methods of pathogen detection[6, 7, 8, 9] are efficient and provide an accurate
estimation of contaminants in water. However, these methods are limited by
prolonged detection times (24 to 48 hours), requirement of trained personnel,
along with expensive laboratory setup which hinder the effective monitoring of
water quality at the point of use. A practical approach towards overcoming these
shortcomings is the use of miniaturized systems such as microfluidics based de-
tection platforms. Microfluidics based detection methods [10, 11] are rapid,
portable and highly sensitive with the added advantage of being simple and
cost-effective. However, the use of these devices is constrained by their inability
to handle large sample volumes which is essential for the accurate estimation
of microbial contaminants. Often, these microfluidics or miniaturized devices
are able to handle only µL or picoliters of sample (water), which may not have
enough pathogens (like E. coli) to make it a meaningful water quality monitoring
system. Thus, an important challenge lies in developing an efficient concentra-
tor capable of reducing the sample volume to a few hundred microliters yet
retaining viable concentration of target pathogens in water to accommodate the
miniaturized detection platforms. Currently available concentration procedures
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are inconvenient with regards to portability, cost, energy requirements and pro-
cedural inadequacy which are important for point-of-use devices. Hence, there
is a need for a concentrating process which can be properly integrated with mi-
crofluidics based devices for water quality monitoring.
Moreover, both developing and industrialized countries are challenged with
a wide range of water contaminants ranging from traditional compounds such
as heavy metals [12], fluorides [13] and deadly waterborne pathogens like
Escherichia coli (E.coli) [14, 15, 16] to emerging micro-pollutants such as en-
docrine disrupters [17] and nitrosoamines [18]. Extensive research in this field
has brought about a wide variety of effective processes to treat contaminated
water ranging from chemical disinfection [19], photocatalysis [20, 21] and dif-
ferent forms of membrane filtration [22, 23, 24]to the use of nanoparticles
[25, 26, 27, 28]to bring about disinfection and coagulation-flocculation [29, 30].
Conventional methods of water disinfection and decontamination are targeted
towards large systems and hence, are energy intensive, requiring considerable
capital infusion and engineering expertise. The infrastructure required for such
elaborate systems is unavailable in most of the developing countries. Addition-
ally, intensive chemical treatment creates unwanted contamination (like disin-
fection byproducts) of treated water. Additionally, the developing nations suffer
from diverse socio-economic and political constraints which require a broader
approach incorporating sustainable water resource management. Hence, recent
research has focused on reducing chemical treatment through engineered nat-
ural systems for drinking water production and reduction of residual chemi-
cals from distribution systems. An area of particular interest in this aspect is
the exploration of the available nature-based solutions to the water purifica-
tion problem. Unlike conventional approaches, bio-inspired solutions have the
advantages of being naturally available at a fraction of a cost with the added
convenience of being renewable, biodegradable and environment-friendly.
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It is evident that the integration of science and technology can help to ad-
dress the overarching aim of providing safe drinking water to every community
across the world. Inspired by natural systems, engineering technology can pro-
duce a new generation of inexpensive devices suitable for the masses. In keeping
with this spirit, the main objectives of this thesis are outlined in the next section.
1.2 Objectives
The main objectives of this thesis work are:
• Development of an efficient pre-concentrator for microfluidics based water
quality monitoring devices.
• Establishment of the bactericidal effectiveness of the seed extract of natu-
rally available Moringa oleifera plant.
• Development of a sustainable water treatment device targeting waterborne
pathogens.
The major drawbacks for portable concentration devices mentioned earlier,
can be alleviated to a certain extent through the use of hollow fiber filter mod-
ules which can be manually operated. Importantly, these can provide the re-
quired sample volumes necessary for the miniaturized detection devices without
any external power requirement. They are easily portable, re-useable and avail-
able at a comparatively lower cost. The present study aims to increase the effi-
ciency of the hollow fiber modules in concentrating microorganisms from water.
A highly effective surfactant-based elution fluid is developed to aid this cause
and provide the desired sample required by the microfluidics based detection
devices.
Similarly for water treatment, the primary drawbacks of implementing tradi-
tional processes in limited resource settings can be encountered through the use
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of widely available natural substances which are non-toxic in nature. A num-
ber of naturally occurring antimicrobial substances can help eliminate pathogen
contamination of drinking water sources. In this study, we analyze the effective-
ness of the Moringa oleifera seed extract on Gram-negative and Gram-positive
bacteria in water to determine its potential as a rapid and cost effective wa-
ter treatment solution. Furthermore, this natural substance is integrated with
a paper substrate to create a highly efficient water treatment device, capable
of removing bacterial pathogens from water. The device uses a combination of
paper strips laced with chemoattractants to lure bacterial cells out of the bulk
water and subsequently kills them using the Moringa oleifera antimicrobial pro-
tein adsorbed on the paper substrate. The entire device is completely made of
bio-degradable substances which are environment-friendly and readily available
at a very low cost.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis has been organized based on published and submitted papers. the
guidelines from the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS) at York University have
been followed to prepare this paper based thesis. The thesis consists of five
chapters.
Chapter 1 (the present chapter) serves as the introduction of the thesis pro-
viding the motivation, background and objective of the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents the development of the rapid concentration process which
plays a key role in point-of-use water quality monitoring systems.
Chapter 3 focuses on the selection and analysis of a naturally available an-
tibacterial substance, the Moringa oleifera seed extract and its effectiveness in
reducing bacterial loads in non-turbid potable water.
Chapter 4 illustrates the development of a cost effective and sustainable wa-
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ter treatment device using a simple configuration of paper strips laced with
environment-friendly chemoattractants and bactericidal agents.
Finally, Chapter 5 draws conclusion with significant observations and intro-
duces potential directions of future work based on the research outcomes.
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Chapter 2
Hollow fiber concentrator for water
quality monitoring: role of
surfactant based elution fluids1
2.1 Overview
Simple and efficient concentrators are indispensable to the development of portable
biosensor based detection platforms for the determination of microbial contam-
ination in water. This requires design of concentrator which could operate for
large liquid volume yet maintain the desired microbial concentration in the re-
sultant concentrate. In the present study, we have modified a commercially
available hollow fiber filter modules to test for the concentration and recovery
of Escherichia coli (E.coli) from water with the aid of a combination of surfac-
tants and a chemical dispersant as the elution fluid. The process involves the
tangential flow filtration of contaminated water through the hollow fiber filter
to reduce the sample volume, followed by an elution step to facilitate the transfer
1A version of this chapter has been published. Saumyadeb Dasgupta, Ravi Chavali, Naga Siva
Kumar Gunda and Sushanta K. Mitra. Hollow fiber concentrator for water quality monitoring:
role of surfactant based elution fluids. RSC Advances, 5(77):62439-6244, 2015.
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of the concentrated mixture onto a portable hand-held water monitoring device.
The effect of using two non-ionic surfactants (Tween-20 and Tween-80) and
a chemical dispersant, Sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP), as elution fluids
have been discussed in the present work. The lowest recovery efficiencies were
associated with the case of concentration without elution. Recovery efficiencies
using a mixture of SHMP and surfactants (1:1 ratio) were found to be greater
than when the surfactants were used individually as the elution fluid. A mixture
of Tween 20 and Tween 80 (1:1 ratio) was even more efficient with greater than
80% recovery being observed. The best results were obtained using the elution
fluid made up of a combination of Tween 20, Tween 80 and SHMP (1:2:1 ratio)
with greater than 90% efficiency of bacteria recovery associated with it. Re-
covery efficiencies increased by 25% using this combination as elution fluid as
compared to the case where no elution fluid was used.
2.2 Introduction
Several concentration techniques like centrifugation[1, 2], immunomagnetic sep-
aration [3, 4], on-chip microfluidics based pre-concentration [5, 6] and mem-
brane filtration [7, 8]are available in literature. Concentration of microorgan-
isms using centrifugation is not recommended due to the possibility of cell struc-
ture damage [9] which would cause significant errors in their detection. Im-
munomagnetic separation is a very expensive as well as a complex process and
hence, is not suitable for on-field applications. Among the other two concentra-
tion procedures, separation techniques using microfluidic channels like hydro-
dynamic filtration using pinched flow fractionation[10, 5], ratchet based filtra-
tion using funnel shaped microfluidic ratchets [11], lateral displacement array
based separation [12, 13] and electro-kinetic separation using electrophoresis
[14, 15, 6]and di-electrophoresis[16, 17] have been found to be continuous,
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quick and efficient for the concentration of microorganisms. Nonetheless, such
on-chip pre-concentrators and micro-mixers are still inadequate to handle large
sample volumes to ensure proper estimation of microbial contamination.
The problem of large sample volume can be effectively addressed by the use
of membrane filtration techniques. Membrane filters are polymer films with
specific pore ratings. They retain particles and microorganisms larger than their
pore sizes on the membrane surface by acting as a physical barrier. This filtration
technique is efficient and finds its use in most conventional methods of pathogen
detection from contaminated water[18, 19]. Many commercially available bac-
terial detection kits like Colilert® , Colibag® and others employ the membrane
filtration technique for the concentration of microorganisms [20, 21, 22]. Sy-
ringe filters are capable of concentrating pathogens from large volumes of water
onto the filter surface but the transfer of the microorganisms from the filter sur-
face to the microfluidics based platform poses a considerable challenge. Concen-
tration procedure using membrane filtration is limited by filter fouling problems.
Additionally, the entrapment of microorganisms within the filter pores poses a
further challenge in their recovery and consequent detection. However, using
a different configuration of the membrane filter alleviates the difficulty of such
a transfer. One such configuration of membrane filters is the hollow fiber filter
which has a very good potential to be effective as a field-deployable concentrat-
ing device for monitoring water quality.
Hollow fiber microfiltration and ultrafiltration techniques have gained pop-
ularity since the early 1970s when polio-I virus samples were first concentrated
from water using this technique [23]. Hollow fibers, as the name suggests, con-
sist of a number of hollow cylindrical membranes, the walls of which are perme-
able to water but not to particles larger than the specified pore size. A hollow
fiber filter module consists of a large number of these fibers bundled together,
thereby increasing the effective surface area available for filtration. The modules
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usually consist of two end-ports for the sample input and a side port to collect
the permeate as the sample passes through the filter. Ultrafiltration techniques
have been used for the concentration and recovery of a wide range of microor-
ganisms [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] from a variety of water sources [30, 31, 32].
These studies focus on the use of hollow fiber filters based on the tangential
flow filtration process where the sample water is pumped tangentially across the
hollow fibers through the end ports and recirculated under a set pressure until
the desired volume of the concentrated mixture (retentate) is obtained. Size
exclusion retains contaminants of sizes larger than the pore rating within the
retentate which is consequently recovered. The hollow fibers can be used in a
dead-end configuration as well, by closing one of the end-ports. The sample is
forced to flow radially to the membrane surface resulting in the exit of the fil-
trate through the side port and the entrapment of the contaminants on the inner
surface of the filter. Recovery of the contaminants in this case, is facilitated by
a backwash step[33]. Despite dead-end filtration being a clearer choice regard-
ing process simplicity, there is an associated disadvantage of membrane fouling
and reduced flow rate. The choice of the tangential flow configuration becomes
appropriate when a subsequent elution step with suitable elution fluid leads to
a significant increase in recovery efficiencies[34, 35].
The effect of non-ionic surfactants on the adhesion of bacteria to solid sur-
faces is well documented [36]. Most of the linear ethoxylated surfactants have
an anti-adhesive effect which helps to prevent bacterial attachment to surfaces.
This property has been used to increase bacteria recovery efficiencies during hol-
low fiber concentration process [34]. Surfactants like Tween 20 and Tween 80
reduce the hydrophobic interactions between microbes and filter surfaces. The
surfactant molecules orient themselves on the filter surfaces and help to desorb
microorganisms adhered to the surfaces [35, 37].
In our present study, we investigated the effects of a combination of surfac-
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tants (Tween-20 and Tween-80) and a chemical dispersant (SHMP) as elution
fluid on the concentration and recovery efficiencies of bacteria using hollow fiber
filter modules of different pore sizes. Initially, polystyrene latex particles were
concentrated using this technique to obtain an estimate of the working condi-
tions. Thereafter we investigated the effectiveness of two different hollow fibers
under the same set of operating conditions for the recovery of E.coli from wa-
ter using syringe operated tangential flow filtration. Finally we explored the
effect of the different combination of surfactants on the recovery efficiencies us-
ing a wide range of bacteria test concentrations which will help to improve this
concentrating technique. It is to be pointed out that one of our goals were to
establish that one can directly use the commercial hollow fiber filters and an
efficient recovery process can be governed solely by the introduction of elution
fluids without pre-treating the surface of a commercially available hollow fiber
filter, as carried out in the literature[35, 34].
2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Materials
Ultrapure water was obtained from BarnsteadTM NanopureTM water purifier (Model
No. D11971, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts). Blue polystyrene
latex particles, 1 µm in diameter (Catalogue No. PSB3788-0813) were pro-
cured from Magsphere Inc., Pasadena, CA. E.coli K-12 strain was obtained from
New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts, USA. Lauryl Tryptose Broth (Cat-
alogue No. DF0241-15-2) used as the medium for growing E.coli was obtained
from Fischer Scientific, Canada. The concentration procedure was performed
using two separate polyethersulfone membrane hollow fiber filter modules (Mi-
croKros, C06-P20U-10-S) of 0.2 µm pore size and one modified polyethersulfone
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membrane hollow fiber module (MicroKros, C02-E750-10-N) of 750 kD pore size
obtained from Spectrum Laboratories Inc., Compton, CA. The total surface area
of the hollow fiber filters are 0.0041 m2 with the inner and outer diameters be-
ing 1 mm and 1.25 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The concentration
and recovery procedures were performed using four plastic, sterile 5 mL syringes
with leur-lock tips (BD309695, BD Medicals, New Jersey, USA). Different com-
binations of non-ionic surfactants Tween 20 (Catalogue No. P1379) and Tween
80(Catalogue No. P1754) and a chemical dispersant Sodium hexametaphos-
phate (Catalogue no. 305553) were used as the elution fluid. All the chemicals
were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, Canada. A 60 mL syringe (BD309653, BD
Medicals, New Jersey, USA) was used for the filter cleaning purposes in between
experiments.
2.3.2 Equipment
Absorbance values were measured using a spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 100
Bio, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Scanning Electron Microscopy (Quanta
3D FEG, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) (SEM) was used to image the hollow fiber
cross sections. Bacterial growth reagents were autoclaved (Primus Sterilizer Co.,
NE, USA) whenever required.
2.3.3 Preparation of latex solutions
One milliliter of 10% latex particle solution was mixed with 40 mL of water and
the solution was serially diluted to prepare different concentrations (expressed
in particles per mL units) used in this study. Corresponding absorbance values
were obtained from spectrophotometric readings taken at 570 nm and used to
prepare the calibration curve.
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2.3.4 Preparation of bacteria concentrations
One hundred milliliters of Lauryl Tryptose Broth was prepared and autoclaved
to be used as the growth medium. E.coli was grown in this media by incubating
for 24 hours at 37◦C. Thereafter, bacteria solutions were prepared using the
serial dilution technique. The resulting concentrations were determined using
the plate counting method and expressed in Colony Forming Units (CFU) per mL.
Absorbance values recorded at 600 nm were used to prepare the corresponding
calibration curve.
2.3.5 Experimental procedure
Prior to the start of the experiments the filter was rinsed with de-ionized water
using the 60mL syringe. The Concentration and recovery procedures were per-
formed by attaching three 5 mL syringes to the hollow fiber module and closing
one of the side ports (permeate ports). The attachments and step by step pro-
cedure are shown in Fig. 2.2. Sample syringe 1 (SS 1), containing the sample
was attached to one of the end ports. The sample was subjected to a couple of
passes through the hollow fibers until the final volume of approximately 0.5 ml
(retentate without elution) was obtained in Sample Syringe 2 (SS 2) attached
to the other end port of the module. The permeate was collected in a Permeate
syringe (PS) attached to the open permeate port. Four different combinations
of the surfactants (0.01% Tween 20, vol/vol and 0.1% Tween 80, vol/vol) and
chemical dispersant ( 0.01% SHMP, by weight) were used as the elution fluid.
0.5 mL of elution fluid was administered through the fibers using an elution fluid
syringe attached to the end port by replacing SS 1. The elution fluid, after pass-
ing through the fiber lumen, was collected in SS 2, increasing the final volume
to approximately 1 mL (retentate with elution). Similar protocols were followed
for experiments with both bacteria and latex particles.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the hollow fiber filtration module cross-section for the
concentration of E.coli and polystyrene latex particles from sample water. The
relevant dimensions in mm are indicated in the figure.
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(a) Step I
(b) Step II
(c) Step III
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(d) Step IV
(e) Step V
(f) Step VI
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(g) Step VII
Figure 2.2: Step by step procedure: a. (Step I) Sample syringe 1 with water
sample is attached to the hollow fiber module; b. (Step II) Plunger of sample
syringe 1 is pushed to pass the sample through the fiber and into the sample
syringe 2 while some permeate is collected in the permeate syringe; c. (Step
III) Plunger of sample syringe 2 is pushed and a more concentrated sample is
collected in sample syringe 1 with the increase in permeate volume; d. (Step
IV) Steps II and III are repeated until final sample volume is 1 mL in sample
syringe 2; e. (Step V) Sample syringe 1 is removed from the module f. (Step VI)
Sample syringe 1 is replaced with a syringe containing 1 mL of elution fluid; g.
(Step VII) The elution fluid is forced through the filter and the final concentrated
mixture is collected in Sample syringe 2
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For each of the test concentrations, several replicates were performed. More-
over, to maintain uniformity in measurements, the final concentrated volumes
were increased to 5 mL by adding water and the corresponding absorbance val-
ues were recorded. A cleaning protocol, involving the flushing of the filter first
with water and then by air, using a 60 mL syringe, was undertaken at the end
of each experiment. Recovery efficiencies were calculated by dividing the final
concentration by the initial concentration and multiplying the result by 100 to
report the recovery in percentage.
Recovery efficiency (%)=
Final concentration
Initial concentration
∗100
To investigate filter surface characteristics and particle entrapment within the
surface pore structures, a concentration procedure was undertaken without elu-
tion, using a latex particle solution. Once the final concentrate was obtained, the
polypropylene housing was broken to remove the hollow fibers from the module.
Small sections of the used hollow fibers were used to conduct Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) imaging studies. The samples were sputter-coated with gold
and placed inside the base of the scanning electron microscope. Images were
taken at high vacuum and high voltage (20 kV) with the beam current set at 7.5
pA and dwell time of 1 µs.
2.4 Results and discussions
2.4.1 Concentration and recovery of polystyrene latex parti-
cles in solution
Polystyrene latex microspheres were used as test particles to estimate the exper-
imental conditions for the subsequent experiments with E.coli. The calibration
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curve, shown in Fig.2.3, was used to calculate the final concentrations after the
recovery experiments.
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Figure 2.3: Calibration curve for 1 µm polystyrene latex particles in solution.
Correlation coefficient is 0.99945 indicating a good positive linear relationship
between the variables.Ten replicate experiments were performed with the error
bars referring to the corresponding standard errors.
The recovery efficiencies for latex particles with and without elution are
shown in Fig.2.4. The results indicate a distinct trend of increasing efficiency
with the aid of elution using Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol) for all of the test con-
centrations. However, a steep drop in recovery efficiency is observed for the
solution with a concentration of 4.5× 106 particles per mL. Overall, the data is
not very promising with only a single case portraying greater than 50% recovery
with the aid of the elution step. On the other hand, these experiments provided
an estimate of the working conditions like the number of passes to reach de-
sired volume, time taken for each experiment and the optimum filter cleaning
procedure, thereby supplying the necessary framework for the bacteria recovery
experiments.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of recovery efficiencies with and without the elution
step during the concentration of 1 µm diameter polystyrene latex particles from
water. Elution fluid is Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol). Error bars indicate the stan-
dard errors from three replicate experiments.
2.4.2 Concentration and recovery of E.coli (K-12 strain)
Experiments dealing with concentration and recovery of E.coli from water were
conducted using filters of two different pore sizes of 0.2 µm and 750 kD. The
calibration curve used for all relevant calculations regarding bacteria concentra-
tions is shown in Fig. 2.5. The performances of the two filters under the same
set of operating conditions were evaluated, as shown in Fig. 2.6. High initial
sample concentrations, ranging between 107 and 108 CFU per mL, were used.
Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol) was used as the elution fluid for these set of experi-
ments.
The filter with the lower pore size (750 kD) was found to be much more
efficient as compared to the other (0.2 µm pore size) one. The results shown
in Fig. 2.6 indicate an increase in recovery of nearly 20% for the 750 kD pore
sized filter when no elution fluid was used. The introduction of the elution step
resulted in significant improvements in recovery efficiencies for both the filters.
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Figure 2.5: Calibration curve for bacteria (E.coli) concentrations in water. Cor-
relation coefficient is 0.94365. Error bars indicate the standard errors obtained
from ten replicate experiments.
In this case the 0.2 µm filter was associated with efficiencies greater than 80%
while the 750 kD filter was more efficient and showed more than 90% recovery
for every experiment performed in our study. This increased recovery of the 750
kD pore size filter can be attributed to the lower anisotropy (asymmetry) and
pore size of the modified polyethersulfone membrane. Hence, along with the
type of elution fluid, these parameters play a prominent role in the concentra-
tion and recovery of bacteria (E.coli) using hollow fiber filtration technique.
The effectiveness of different elution fluids on the recovery efficiency was
investigated using the 750 kD pore sized filter. Sample concentrations rang-
ing from 102 to 105 CFU per mL were used in this assessment. The calibration
curve shown in Fig. 2.5 was used for all relevant calculations regarding bacteria
concentrations. The corresponding experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.7.
Among the individual surfactants, Tween 80 (0.1%, vol/vol) was found to be a
better alternative to Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol) as an elution fluid. The recov-
ery levels increased when each of the two surfactants were combined with SHMP
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of bacteria (E.coli) recovery efficiencies with two dif-
ferent hollow fiber filters using high concentration samples of the order of 107
CFU/mL. Elution fluid is Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol). Three replicates of each
of the experiments were performed. Error bars indicate the standard errors ob-
tained thereof.
(0.01%, by weight) in a 1:1 ratio to constitute the elution fluid. Even higher re-
covery efficiencies were obtained with a mixture of Tween 20 and Tween 80 (in
a 1:1 ratio) as the elution fluid, exhibiting greater than 85% recovery for all the
test concentrations. However, the best elution fluid for concentration and recov-
ery purposes was found to be a mixture of Tween 20, Tween 80 and SHMP (in
a 1:2:1 ratio), yielding more than 90% recovery of E.coli from water. The recov-
ery efficiency corresponding to 105 CFU per mL was found to be 98% using this
mixture as the elution fluid. Recovery efficiencies were greater by 25% using
this combination when compared to the case without the elution step.
2.4.3 Hollow fiber SEM image analysis
The low recovery values observed for the latex particles in the concentration
procedure indicate a distinct anisotropic nature of the 0.2 µm pore size hollow
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of recovery efficiencies using a combination of surfac-
tants (Tween 20 and Tween 80) and chemical dispersant (SHMP) as elution
fluids. Pore size of the hollow fiber filter is 750 kD. Experiments were replicated
three times with the error bars indicating the corresponding standard errors.
fiber membrane with most of the particles being captured on the inner surface
pores. SEM images presented in Fig. 2.8 show the different cross sections of the
hollow fiber after a concentration procedure using latex particles. Figure 2.8A
shows that particles were not only entrapped at the surface pores but rather a
considerable number of these were embedded within the inner pore structures.
There is a gradual increase in pore size from the outer to the inner wall as can be
observed in Fig. 2.8C. This points out to the fact that inner surface pore sizes are
larger than the specified 0.2 µm. Some surface pore sizes even exceed 1 µm re-
sulting in the embedding of latex particles within the inner pore structures. The
increase in recovery efficiency due to elution using Tween 20 (0.01%, vol/vol)
can be attributed to the scouring effect of the surfactant which resulted in the
recovery of the particles stuck on the filter surface. However, the elution fluid
was unable to recover the particles embedded within the inner pore structure of
the hollow fiber membrane. The embedded particles can be dislodged with the
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introduction of a subsequent back-flushing step. Figure 2.8B shows the absence
of any latex particle on the outer wall of the hollow fiber. Hence, we conclude
that the low recovery of latex particles using this procedure is the result of the
inherent asymmetry of the (0.2 µm pore size) polyethersulfone membrane.
2.4.4 Analysis of bacteria recovery: role of surfactants
A comparison of the recovery rate obtained in this study is presented in Table
2.1 with some of the relevant studies in this field. The high recovery rates were
obtained without any prior filter treatment or sample amendment techniques,
thereby reducing the complexity and duration of the procedure.
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(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 2.8: SEM images of hollow fiber cross sections; A. Inner surface showing
particle entrapment; B. Pore distribution on the outer surface; C.(a) Pore size
distribution across the cross section, (b) Pore structures near the inner wall, (c)
Pore structures near the outer wall. Images were taken after an experiment with
latex particle solution.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between the operating conditions and highest recovery efficiencies of the present work with those
obtained in previous studies
Paper
Operating Conditions
Tested Microbes
Highest Recorded Recovery Efficiency (%)
Filter Sample Backflushing/ Backflushing/ Bacteria Virus Protozoa
Pretreatment Amendment Elution Elution agent
V.R.Hill et al.,
2005[35]
5% FBS(Fetal
Bovine Serum)
and NaPP (0.1%
and 0.01%)
NaPP (0.1% and
0.01%) and Tween
80 (0.01% and
0.002%)
Backflushing Tween 80, Tween
20, NaPP
MS2, Echovirus,
Salmonella E. faecalis,
B.globigii, C.parvum,
E.coli
98 ± 8 (E.coli) 97 ± 58
(Echovirus)
98 ± 17
(C.parvum)
H.A.Morales-
Morales et al.,
2003[34]
5% FBS 1X PBS,
0.1% Tween 80
- - - E.coli, C.parvum, T1
phage, PP7 phage
95 ± 7.8 (E.coli) 62.8 ± 5.8
(PP7 phage)
31.6 ± 11.9
(C.parvum)
Smith and Hill,
2009[33]
- - Backflushing
(Dead End
Filtration)
Tween 80, NaPP,
Y-30 antifoam
E.faecalis, C.perfringens,
MS2, C.parvum
94 ± 22
(C.perfringens)
82 ± 14
(MS2)
87 ± 18
(C.parvum)
Kuhn and Oshima,
2002[29]
5% FBS 5% FBS - - C.parvum oocysts - - 74.1 ± 2.8
J. Olszewski et al.,
2005[27]
5% FBS Glycine-NaOH - - PP7 and T1 phage,
Poliovirus 2
- 87.1 ± 24
(PP7)
-
L.J. Winona et al.,
2001[26]
5% Beef extract,
1% and 5% FBS
10X PBS Elution 0.05M Glycine,
10% FBS
PP7 and T1 phage,
Poliovirus 2
- 98 ± 7
(Poliovirus)
-
V.R. Hill et al.,
2007[25]
5% FBS NaPP (0.01% w/v) Elution 0.01% Tween 80,
0.01% NaPP,
0.001% Y-30
PhiX174, MS2,
E.faecalis, C.perfringens,
C.parvum, G.intestinalis
120 (E.faecalis,
C.perfringens)
120 (MS2) 88
(C.parvum)
Present work - - Elution 0.01% Tween 20,
0.1% Tween 80,
0.01% SHMP
(1:2:1 ratio)
E.coli 98.5 ± 0.63 - -
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E.coli recovery for all the cases discussed in this study are substantially high
due to the deformable nature of bacterial cells and the hydrophilic nature of the
polyethersulfone (0.2 µm) and modified polyethersulfone membranes (750 kD).
Experiments with different combinations of surfactants and dispersant were con-
ducted to evaluate concentration and recovery characteristics. Use of Tween 20
and Tween 80 as elution fluids led to better recoveries of E.coli as compared to
the case where concentration was done without the additional elution step. The
surfactants used in the study are characterized by a polyoxyethylene hydrophilic
group and a long chain fatty acid hydrophobic group. Non-ionic surfactants aid
in lowering hydrophobic interactions between bacteria and the filter surface by
making the filter surfaces more hydrophilic [38, 34]. The hydrophobic and hy-
drophilic parts of the surfactant molecules congregate and orient themselves at
the solid liquid interfaces preventing bacterial adhesion to the filter surface and
helps keep the bacteria in suspension[39]. The addition of 0.01% SHMP to the
surfactant solution resulted in recovery efficiencies higher than that of the ex-
periments with individual Tween 20 or Tween 80 as the elution fluid. SHMP falls
in the category of sodium polyphosphates which are highly negatively charged
chemical compounds. SHMP is a six unit compound which prevents bacterial ad-
hesion to the filter surface by steric effects and surface charge alterations. The
polyphosphate molecules are adsorbed onto the surfaces of E.coli. This imparts
a high negative charge to the bacterial surface which, in turn, favours repulsion.
The attractive forces between the bacteria are thereby reduced which facilitates
the dispersion of E.coli in solution. The recovery levels corresponding to the low
test concentration (100 CFU/mL) were surprisingly low for all other conditions
except those two which resulted in 90% recovery. However, these levels gradu-
ally increased with the increasing bacterial concentration in the sample. Here we
postulate that the increase in repulsion due to higher concentration of bacterial
cells in water, facilitates the dispersion of bacteria rather than deposition onto
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the filter surface. The high recoveries obtained using a combination of Tween
20 and Tween 80 (1:1 proportion) can be attributed to the augmentation of the
hydrophilic characteristics of the filter surface by the surfactant molecules. In-
terestingly, the effect of SHMP (0.01% by weight) on bacteria dispersion is not
masked by the presence of the two surfactants already in the solution as can be
observed from the highest recoveries recorded using a combination of the sur-
factants and SHMP. The recovery efficiencies obtained using a combination of
Tween 20 and Tween 80 and that using a combination of the surfactants and
SHMP, do not exhibit any significant variance with respect to bacterial concen-
tration in water sample. The reason can be attributed to the significant increase
in membrane hydrophilicity and bacterial surface charge augmentation which
prevents the attachment of the bacterial cells with he filter walls even at low cell
concentrations.
Tween 80 has potential membrane fouling characteristics as reported in pre-
vious hollow fiber ultrafiltration study[35]. The surfactant, when used as a wa-
ter amendment, resulted in lower flow rates on continuous recirculation. How-
ever, in the present work, the surfactants used as the elution fluids are only
subjected to a single pass through the filter. Moreover, the device being hand
operated with the aid of syringes, the change in flow rate could not be quanti-
fied to indicate the effects of filter fouling. Further studies based on the fouling
effects and disadvantages of using the elution fluid would constitute a part of
our future work in this area.
2.5 Summary
In the present study, we developed a combination of surfactants and chemical
dispersant as elution fluid for very high bacteria recovery efficiencies. Using a
hand-held hollow fiber filtration device, E.coli was efficiently concentrated and
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recovered from 5 mL water samples. This study indicates that along with the
type of elution fluid, filter anisotropy and pore size are the principle parame-
ters dictating bacteria recovery efficiencies using hollow fiber filter concentra-
tion technique. There is a great potential for the integration of the procedure
discussed here with portable microfluidics based biosensor devices for pathogen
detection in contaminated water. The high recovery rates would ensure accurate
estimation of pathological contaminants and with further modifications, the pro-
cess can be integrated with the portable biosensor platforms for effective water
quality monitoring at the point of use.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of the antimicrobial
activity of Moringa oleifera seed
extract as a sustainable solution for
potable water1
3.1 Overview
Pathogen contamination in drinking water sources is of great concern, particu-
larly for limited resource communities across the globe. At the same time, there
is a pressing need to develop water treatment solutions which are sustainable
and are ’green’. To address this issue we have provided a detailed antimicrobial
study of the seed extract of Moringa oleifera which is a common medicinal plant
found all over south east Asia and Africa. In this study we report the efficacy
of the extract in inhibiting bacterial growth on agar and in nutrient medium
(Lauryl Tryptose Broth) and the role of different parameters of bacteria concen-
1A version of this chapter has been published. Saumyadeb Dasgupta, Naga Siva Kumar
Gunda, and Sushanta K. Mitra. Evaluation of the antimicrobial activity of Moringa oleifera seed
extract as a sustainable solution for potable water. RSC Advances, 6(31):2591825926, 2016.
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tration and extract concentration on its antimicrobial activity. This study further
involves the determination of the decay rates of a gram-negative (Escherichia
coli) and a gram-positive (Bacillus subtilis) bacteria in 100 mL of non-turbid wa-
ter in the presence of 2, 3, 5 and 10 mL of the seed extract.The seed extract
volume of 10 mL affected a maximum bacterial decay of 93.2% for E. coli and
96.2% for B. subtilis. The bacterial decay data were fitted to exponential curves
and three different regimes of decay were observed over a period of 6 h. B.
subtilis showed a 35% re-growth during the third regime as compared to the
initial test concentration, which can be attributed to the resistance created by
the modification of the peptidoglycan backbone of the cell wall.
3.2 Introduction
Natural substances can help purify water through the mechanisms of adsorption
and coagulation-flocculation of contaminants along with inhibiting the growth
of pathogenic organisms. Different forms of naturally available inexpensive ma-
terial like potato peels [1], sawdust [2], jatropha husks [3], eggshells [4], or-
ange and banana peels [5], coffee husks [6], flowers [7], treated bark [8] etc.
have been the target of considerable research for their effectiveness in heavy
metal and industrial dye adsorption. Other biosorbents like algal [9] and mi-
crobial biomass [10] (which include bacteria, fungi and yeast) are abundant in
nature offering efficient removal of metal ions from wastewater at optimum pH
levels. The use of natural [11] and surface modified zeolites [12, 13] provide
treatment possibilities for a wide range of industrial effluents as well as heavy
metals in water. There also exists different options like pads of Cactus opuntia
and Cactus latifaria, tannin (an extract from Acasta mearnsii) [14] and chitosan
(obtained from crustacean shells) [15] to choose from when using coagulation-
flocculation based water treatment options which helps in reducing the total
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contaminant load in water. Moving into the realm of elimination and inhibi-
tion of pathogenic growth in water, only a few options are readily available
[16, 17, 18, 19]. The current work focuses on the plant known as Moringa
oleifera which has many, well documented medicinal properties [20]. Our prin-
cipal area of interest is the properties of Moringa oleifera seeds which signifi-
cantly help improving the quality of contaminated water, especially in removing
the water-borne pathogen E. coli. Various studies have revealed and quantified
the effectiveness of the shelled seeds in powder form in removing heavy metals
like cadmium [21], chromium [22], nickel, copper and zinc [23] from water
and the effect of pH [24] on such biosorption studies. The seeds, in their shelled
and powdered form, are also capable of removing organic pollutants like ben-
zene, toluene, ethylbenzene and cumene from water through adsorption [25].
The seeds can act as a powerful natural coagulant and has been found to be
effective in removing dyes [26] and surfactants [27] from wastewater. Further-
more, Moringa oleifera seed extract has been reported to reduce the contaminant
load in highly turbid natural waters [28, 29, 30]. In addition to the coagula-
tion/flocculation and adsorption potential of the seeds (shelled and in powder
form), the seed extract has also been found to exhibit antimicrobial properties
[31, 32, 33] owing to the presence of a cationic flocculating polypeptide known
as Moringa oleifera cationic protein (MOCP) [34, 28].
Although extensive research has been devoted to its effectiveness in highly
turbid natural water samples, there is a dearth of studies regarding quantifi-
cation of its efficacy in the context of bacterial load reduction in low turbidity
water, which is often the case for potable water sources. In the present work,
we focused on the determination of the rate of decay of bacteria in turbidity-free
water due to the bactericidal effect of Moringa oleifera seed extract. Our organ-
ism of interest was the gram-negative bacteria Eshcherichia coli, a major species
in the faecal coliform group and a common indicator of water quality. We also
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extend the investigation to include the gram-positive bacteria, Bacillus subtilis
(B. subtilis) to establish the efficacy of the seed extract over a wide range of
pathogens. Different volumes of the seed extract was used to quantify the decay
rates in order to obtain an estimate of its practical usability in cases of bacterial
contamination of drinking water sources.
3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Materials
Ultrapure water used in all experiments was obtained from BarnsteadTM NanopureTM
water purifier (Model No. D11971, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts).
E. coli (K-12 strain) was procured from New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Mas-
sachusetts, USA and B. subtilis (MI112 strain) from Cedarlane, Burlington, On-
tario, Canada. Lauryl Tryptose Broth (Catalogue No. CA90001-768) was used as
the medium of growth for E. coli. B. subtilis was grown in a medium consisting of
Veal Infusion Broth (Catalogue No. CA90002-674) and Yeast extract (Catalogue
No. 90000-726) in a 5:1 ratio. For enumeration purposes, all bacteria were
grown on Luria Bertani (LB) Agar (Catalogue No. CA90003-344). All bacte-
rial growth media were obtained from VWR, Canada. Dried, unshelled Moringa
oleifera seeds were obtained from Purelife Herbs, USA. A common household
kitchen blender was used to convert the seeds into powder form. Stericup®
filters (Catalogue No. SCHVU01RE) fitted with a vacuum pump (Catalogue
No. EZSTREAM1) and a membrane filtration setup (Catalogue No.EZFITMIC01
and MIHAWG100) from EMD Millipore, Massachusetts, USA, were used for the
preparation of the seed extract and the collection of bacteria from water for
further enumeration. Bacterial growth reagents were autoclaved (Primus Ster-
ilizer Co., NE, USA) as and when required during the experiments. 100 mL
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glass beakers (Catalogue No. 89000-200) from VWR, Canada, were used in all
the experiments. The turbidity measurements were performed using a portable
turbidity meter (2100Q, Hach Company, CO, USA). A UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(Genesys® 10S) from Thermo Scientific, USA was used to obtain optical density
for the growth experiments.
3.3.2 Preparation of Moringa oleifera seed extract
Moringa oleifera seeds were obtained in a dry, unshelled form. The chemical
composition of the seeds in different forms has been studied in details by Nd-
abigengesere et al.[28]. Shelled seeds contain, by mass, 36.7% proteins, 34.6%
lipids and 5% carbohydrates while the non-shelled ones have 27.1% proteins,
21.1% lipids and 5.5% carbohydrates by mass, in powdered form. Shelled
seeds are composed of 6.1% nitrogen, 54.8% carbon and 8.5% hydrogen by
mass as the principal constituents with the remaining 30% being composed of
oxygen and trace elements. The non-shelled seeds contain all these elements
in marginally smaller quantities. The total mass of each non-shelled seed is
constituted by the seed cotyledon (70%) and the outer shell (30%). The husk
enveloping the inner kernel was removed and the shelled seeds were stored in
dry conditions at a room temperature of 22◦C. Before starting the extract prepa-
ration process, the shelled seeds were washed twice with deionized water to
remove any contaminants from the surface and further dried at 37◦C for 5 h to
remove any moisture. Thereafter the seeds were pulverized using a common
kitchen blender and five different amounts (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 g) of the powder
was suspended in 100 mL of deionized water to obtain 1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and
5% concentrations (w/v). The mixture was stirred at 300 RPM for 2 h using a
magnetic stirrer. Immediately after, the mixture was filtered using a 0.45 µm,
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) StericupR filter aided by a vacuum pump. The
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resulting filtrate was used as the seed extract in all subsequent experiments.
The chemical information of this crude extract is well documented in literature
[28, 30, 34]. The quantity of extractable matter from the seeds using water
is 25% by mass [28]. The lipid content of the extract from shelled seeds is
0.8% and protein content is around 1% by mass [28, 34]. Henceforth, simple
calculations show that the amount of extractable matters in the five different
concentrations (1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 5%) were 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 1.25
g, respectively while the total protein content in the extracts were 0.01, 0.02,
0.03, 0.04 and 0.05 g, respectively. When not in use, the seed extract was kept
refrigerated in tightly sealed containers.
3.3.3 Preparation of bacteria concentrations
E. coli was grown in 100 mL of Lauryl Tryptose Broth (LTB) by incubating for
24 h at 37◦C. Growth media for B. subtilis consisted of a 5:1 mixture of Veal
Infusion Broth and Yeast Extract (ATCCR Medium 1179:VY medium). B. subtilis
was grown in this media for 24 h at 30◦C. Subsequently the bacteria were enu-
merated using serial dilution followed by plate counting. For the experiments
dealing with bacterial decay, the concentrations for E. coli and B. subtilis were
chosen to be 250 and 160 Colony Forming Units (CFU), respectively, in 100 mL
of deionized water.
3.3.4 Bacteria growth experiments
Approximately, 105 cells of E. coli were inoculated into 100 mL of LTB along with
5 mL or 10 mL of the seed extract and allowed to grow at 37◦C. During incu-
bation the flasks were kept under constant shaking at 130 RPM. Five different
concentrations of the extract was used to get ten different sets of data. For each
set of data, a different calibration curve was used in order to minimize the effects
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of variation of optical density due to the addition of different concentrations of
extract. This way the uniformity in bacterial count was ensured. For each data
set, E. coli grown in LTB was serially diluted using the proper ratio of LTB and
Moringa extract to get 8 different concentrations from 100 CFU per mL to 109
CFU per mL. The OD600 readings of these concentrations were plotted to obtain
the respective calibration curves. To obtain the growth curves, bacterial concen-
tration was determined every h, for 11 h, by measuring absorbance values at
600 nm using a spectrophotometer.
3.3.5 Growth inhibition experiments
To examine the bactericidal activity of the extract, bacterial growth inhibition
tests were performed with E. coli. LB agar plates were supplemented with dif-
ferent concentrations of the extract. This procedure involved spreading 100 µL
of the seed extract on the agar surface followed by drying for 30 min. These
plates were subsequently used to grow E. coli for 24 h at 37◦C. Two separate
sets of experiments were performed to determine the effects of extract concen-
tration and bacterial concentration on the inhibition of growth caused by the
extract. To determine the effects of extract concentration, all five concentrations
were used on agar plates and approximately 500 CFU of E. coli was allowed to
grow in them. For the effects of different bacterial concentrations, 85, 170, 850,
1000 and 1700 CFU of E. coli were grown on agar plates supplemented with 5%
extract concentration.
3.3.6 Bacteria decay experiments
Simple jar tests were performed to evaluate the decay rates. The process was
carried out as follows. The glass beakers were filled with deionized water and
seeded with the bacteria. Separate set of experiments were performed for E. coli
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and B. subtilis. Initial concentrations for both the bacteria were maintained as
mentioned in the previous section. Four sets of data were obtained by adding
four different volumes of extract (2mL, 3mL, 5mL and 10mL) of 5% concentra-
tion to the samples. Bacteria count in the samples were noted in 20 intervals (0,
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180, 240, 300 and 360
min) over a period of 6 h. After every interval, the entire content of the beaker
was filtered out on a gridded 0.45 µm cellulose ester membrane filter. Following
this, the filters were transferred aseptically to agar plates with their gridded side
facing upward. Care was taken to ensure that there were no air gaps between
the filter and agar surface and that the entire filter was in contact with the agar
surface. The agar plates were then inverted and incubated for 24 h at 37◦C. After
each filtration process the surfaces of the membrane filtration apparatus which
came in contact with bacteria were cleaned using 70% Ethanol and subsequently
air dried to prevent inaccuracies in bacterial count. After 24 h, the agar plates
were taken out and the number of colonies grown on the filters were counted
manually and noted. The same procedures were followed for both E. coli and B.
subtilis. Control experiments were performed by measuring bacterial decay in
water in absence of any extract. Experiments were conducted so as to absolutely
minimize the chances of cross contamination. For each time interval, several
replicates were performed for every set of data obtained by using different ex-
tract volumes. All the experiments were carried out inside a bio-safety cabinet.
The water samples used in the decay experiments were measured for their
turbidity after the addition of bacteria and seed extract. 25 mL vials were filled
with the sample and turbidity values were obtained in NTU (Nephelometric Tur-
bidity Units).
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3.3.7 Decay curve modeling method
The Curve Fitting application of MATLAB© was used to find the best fit curve for
the set of multiple data points. The axes of the graph was normalized - the time
axis by 360, the total experimental time in min and the vertical axis (bacteria
count in water) by 250, the initial bacteria count in the samples. This course
of representation was undertaken in order to conveniently establish a relation
between the two non-dimensional parameters viz., bacteria count (N) and time
(τ). The data points were found to fit best the exponential decay curves of the
form
N = aebτ (3.1)
In this context, the parameters of curve fitting must be mentioned as follows.
The same parameters were applied when dealing with both E. coli and B. sub-
tilis data plotted in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The non-linear least squares method
employing the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was applied to find out the best
fitting curve. The maximum function evaluations and iterations were restricted
to 600 and 400, respectively as no further changes were observed by increasing
these numbers. The minimum change in a and b for finite difference gradients
was 10−8 and the corresponding maximum allowed change was 0.1. Iterations
were stopped when the error for evaluation of the coefficients dropped lower
than 10−6.
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3.4 Results and discussions
3.4.1 E. coli growth curves
The trends of bacterial growth in the presence of seed extract in the nutrient
medium is shown in Fig. 3.1. The results indicate a tendency of diminished
growth with increasing extract concentration. For the same extract concentra-
tion, an increased volume resulted in a significant reduction in bacterial growth.
The quickest growth was observed for 5 mL of 1% concentrated extract when E.
coli showed increased growth just after 3 h. The slowest growth was caused by
10 mL of 5% concentrated extract which did not allow growth for nearly 9 h. In
fact a close observation reveals a dip in the growth curve indicating that the bac-
terial count in the medium went well below 105 CFU. Only the two volumes of
5% concentrated extract were able to initiate bacteria reduction in the medium.
The inset picture in Fig. 3.1 shows the control experiment where growth oc-
curred in absence of any extract. Compared to control, bacteria growth was
lower by two orders of magnitude when extracts were used in the growth media
over the same period of time. The inset curve is magnified and shown in Fig. A1
in the Appendix section.
3.4.2 Inhibition tests
Figure 3.2 exhibits the inhibition characteristics of different extract concentra-
tions. Following the trends of the growth curves, the highest inhibition to bac-
terial growth was affected by agar plates supplemented with 5% concentrated
extract. Only 10% of the plated bacteria were able to grow back in this case. The
worst results were exhibited by the lowest concentration of seed extract which
could inhibit the growth of only 14% of the plated bacteria. The trends suggest
an increase in bactericidal effect with increased concentration.
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Figure 3.1: Growth curves of E. coli in Lauryl Tryptose Broth in the presence
of different concentrations (expressed in percentages) and quantity (expressed
in the units of mL) Moringa oleifera seed extract. The inset picture shows the
control experiment where E. coli was grown in LTB only. Experiments were
performed in triplicates for each data point.
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Figure 3.2: Number of E. coli colonies as a function of the concentration of
Moringa oleifera seed extract in LB agar plates expressed as a percentage of the
number of colonies grown on extract-free control plates. The inset picture shows
LB plates containing different concentrations of 100 µL of the seed extract: (a)
0%, (b) 2%, (c) 3%, (d) 4%, (e) 5%. Error bars indicate the standard errors
obtained from three replicate experiments.
Figure 3.3 displays the effectiveness of the seed extract with increasing bac-
terial load. For low bacteria counts, the extract prohibited the growth of more
than 90% of the bacteria. This effectiveness, however, deteriorates with the in-
troduction of higher number of E. coli cells. When 1700 CFU were plated, nearly
40% of the cells were able to grow back.
3.4.3 Decay characteristics of E. coli
Four different volumes of Moringa oleifera seed extract was used to obtain the
data points indicating the decay rates of E. coli in deionized water as shown
in Fig.3.4. Based on the time interval, three distinctly different decay regimes
were observed from the curve fitting analysis (Fig.3.4) with different values of
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Figure 3.3: Number of E. coli colonies grown up on LB agar plates containing
100 µL of 5% Moringa oleifera seed extract as a function of the number of colony
forming units (CFU) applied in the experiments expressed as a percentage of
the original counts. Error bars indicate the standard errors obtained from three
replicate experiments.
the coefficient a and exponent b (Equation 3.1), as shown in Table 3.1. Regime
I, comprising of the initial 15 min of the experiment, represents a zone involving
a very high rate of bacterial decay which is reflected by the best fitting curve F1.
Similarly, the best fit curves were obtained for regimes II and III, as indicated
by the curves F2 and F3 in Fig.3.4. Regime II was observed over the time interval
spanning from 15 min to 165 min where the decay rate reduced substantially
as indicated by the much lower value of the exponent b. Regime III, observed
between 165 and 360 min of experimental time, is the last stage of bacterial
decay observed in our experiments. It is not starkly different from regime II but
is differentiated by lower values of both a and b. We observed the minimum
bacteria count of 17 CFU using 10 mL of the seed extract at the end of 6 h. For
all other volumes of extract the final bacteria count was less than 50 CFU.
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Figure 3.4: Decay curve for E. coli in the presence of 2, 3, 5 and 10 mL of
5% concentrated Moringa oleifera seed extract. Experiments were performed in
triplicates for each data point. The error bars are not shown. F1, F2 and F3
indicate the best fitted curves for regimes I, II and III, respectively. The adjusted
R-square values of F1, F2 and F3 were 0.83, 0.74, 0.26, respectively. F4 drawn
through N = 1 provides a reference for the control test data.
Table 3.1: Coefficients and exponents of the best-fit curves for the different
regimes of decay of E. coli
Regime a
95%
Confidence
b
95%
Confidence
Interval Interval
I 0.97 (0.92, 1.02)
-
14.61
(-17.01,
-12.19)
II 0.57 (0.53, 0.61)
-
1.76
(-2.07, -1.46)
III 0.34 (0.07, 0.62)
-
1.04
(-2.17, 0.10)
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Figure 3.5: Decay curve for B. subtilis in the presence of 5 and 10 mL of 5%
concentrated Moringa oleifera seed extract. Experiments were performed in trip-
licates for each data point. The error bars are not shown. C1, C2 and C3 indicate
the best fitted curves for regimes I, II and III, respectively. The adjusted R-square
values of C1, C2 and C3 were 0.74, 0.56, 0.17, respectively. C4 drawn through
N = 1 provides a reference for the control test data.
3.4.4 Decay characteristics of B. subtilis
The encouraging results obtained with the gram-negative strain necessitated ex-
periments with a gram-positive strain and as such we chose B. subtilis for this
purpose. The decay rates obtained with B. subtilis is promising, as shown in Fig.
3.5 and the duration of the experiment can once again be divided into three dif-
ferent regimes. The initial bacteria count was 160 CFU in 100 mL of deionized
water and hence, the vertical axis of the plot in Fig. 3.5 has been normalized
by 160. Following similar curve fitting methods, the data were found to best fit
exponential models as described by equation 3.1. The best fit curves are denoted
as C1, C2 and C3 in Fig. 3.5 and the values of the coefficient a and exponent b
are shown in Table 3.2. Also in this plot, for the sake of clarity, we have excluded
the datasets for extract volumes of 2 mL and 3 mL.
Regime I (0 to 15 min),once again, exhibits a very high rate of bacterial decay.
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The curve C1 is steeper than F1 with a higher value of the exponent b. Regime II
indicates a region of decreased decay characteristics spanning for a duration of
2.5 h after the initial decay regime. Interesting characteristics were obtained in
the last stretch of these set of data, where, instead of decay, we observed bacte-
rial re-growth after 165 min of continuous decay. Regime III indicates bacterial
growth reflected by the positive value of the exponent b in Table 3.2.
The minimum bacteria count of 6 CFU in 100 mL of the sample was observed
after 165 min using 10 mL of Moringa oleifera seed extract. The maximum bac-
teria count at the end of 6 h was observed to be 76 CFU for the 5 mL extract
volume data as can be observed in Fig. 3.5. The bacterial re-growth resulted in a
final count of 37 CFU at the end of the experiments for the 10 mL extract volume
data. The data obtained using 2 mL and 3 mL extract volume in the samples are
shown in Table 3.3. These data were excluded from the plots because they did
not show significant decay characteristics. For both sets of experiment with 2
mL and 3 mL extract volumes the bacterial decay ceased after 45 min and re-
mained around the value 80 CFU with some degree of variability over the rest of
the time period. The control experiments revealed that there was no significant
decay without the extract in water over the period of 6 h.
Moringa oleifera seed extract helped reduce a maximum 93.2% of E. coli and
96.2% of B. subtilis from non-turbid deionized water. The volume of extract
found to be most effective in reducing bacterial load from water was 10 mL.
Figure 3.6 shows the turbidity levels of the samples after the addition of
different volumes of extract. Data were taken after seeding the samples with
bacteria. 2 mL extract volume increased the turbidity of water by 5 NTU while
10 mL increased the same by 70 NTU. The addition of bacteria alone did not
appreciably raise the turbidity of the water samples.
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Figure 3.6: Increase in turbidity of sample water seeded with bacteria due to
addition of different volumes of Moringa oleifera seed extract. Error bars indicate
the standard errors from six replicate readings.
Table 3.2: Coefficients and exponents of the best-fit curves for the different
regimes of decay of B. subtilis
Regime a
95%
Confidence
b
95%
Confidence
Interval Interval
I 0.87 (0.66, 1.07) -21.22 (-34.11, -8.32)
II 0.48 (0.28, 0.67) -3.14 (-5.05, -1.24)
III 0.12 (-0.07, 0.31) 1.15 (-0.76, 3.06)
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Table 3.3: Temporal decay behavior of B. subtilis
Time (Min)
Extract volume, 2mL Extract Volume, 3 mL
Mean bacteria count (CFU) Standard Deviation (CFU) Mean bacteria count (CFU) Standard Deviation (CFU)
0 160 0 160 0
3 113 8 109 5
6 91 21 96 1
9 101 25 88 16
12 92 7 92 10
15 95 6 84 5
30 93 3 81 6
45 82 7 78 7
60 83 3 79 7
75 85 7 82 5
90 82 3 88 20
105 85 6 75 14
120 85 3 80 5
135 78 11 80 6
150 81 2 74 2
165 81 2 71 4
180 85 3 61 7
240 81 7 76 3
300 78 7 81 4
360 80 2 88 2
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The bacteria decay curves obtained in the course of this work reinforces the
effectiveness of Moringa oleifera as a natural, green alternative for water treat-
ment. The antimicrobial activity of Moringa oleifera seed extract is due to the
presence of a short, cationic protein within the seed. This protein, commonly
known as the Moringa oleifera cationic protein (MOCP), has been shown to
cause bacterial cell damage through rapid flocculation and fusion of their inner
and outer membranes [34]. Our experiments reveal that this protein inhibits the
bacterial growth and stronger concentrations facilitate higher bactericidal prop-
erties. However, this activity is dependent on the bacterial load and increased
bacterial concentration would require a larger dose or a stronger concentration
of the seed extract. From Fig. 3.1 we observed that 5 mL and 10 mL of the 5%
concentrated extract was capable of causing bacterial cell death at a rate faster
than their growth in presence of a nutrient rich medium. This necessitated the
experiments to estimate the bacterial decay rates to understand the range of its
effectiveness. Moreover, the initial inhibition experiments facilitated the deter-
mination of the proper bacterial load in the samples that the 5% concentrated
extract would be effective in reducing.
The mechanism of coagulation-flocculation of the active flocculating protein
is also well documented [28, 31]. The inactivation of bacteria in water occurs
through a combination of aggregation due to flocculation and cell death due
to membrane fusion. The three different regimes obtained in our case for the
gram-negative bacteria, E. coli, can be explained by the variation of aggregation
rates with time [35]. It is reported that in the presence of lysozyme, which is
similar to MOCP in many aspects [36], the rates of aggregation were very high
for another gram-positive bacteria, Streptococcus sanguinis, in the initial stages
and slowed down after some time. We propose that the bactericidal property
of the MOCP is linked to this coagulation-flocculation process. Dynamic light
scattering experiments on model cell membranes show a rapid increase in ag-
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gregation and fusion in presence of MOCP [34]. Shebek et al. reported a rapid
increase in size starting from as early as 175 s which is in agreement with our
results for both E. coli and B. subtilis where we observed a decrease in bacterial
count as early as 3 min from the beginning of the decay experiments. The initial
15 min of the experiment can be linked to the initial regime of coagulation when
the negative charge on the bacterial cell wall is neutralized allowing them to ag-
gregate into microflocs. As the floc sizes increase, we observe over the next two
and a half h, a reduction in the bacteria decay rate as evidenced by the reduced
value of the exponent b between the regime I and II for E. coli (refer Table 3.1)
and B. subtilis (refer Table 3.2). The data points towards a correlation between
floc formation and the antimicrobial activity of MOCP. Regime I for both bacte-
ria was characterized by rapid membrane fusion leading to cell death. Both the
processes of membrane fusion and coagulation takes place simultaneously and
we can consider them as competing forces while looking into bacterial decay. In
the beginning, cell damage due to membrane fusion occurs unrestricted when
the coagulating effects of Moringa seed extract augments the effectiveness of the
process. However, as Shebek et al. points out [34] the need of multiple MOCP
peptides for causing membrane fusion, the availability of protein decreases with
time leading to the diminished decay rate in regime II. Moreover, during this
period the flocculation activity decreases substantially [35] which adds to the
sluggish rate of decay. In regime III we observed different characteristics for E.
coli and B. subtilis. The E. coli decay rate subsided further, as evident from re-
duced value of exponent b (Table 3.1) which can be attributed to the progressive
decrease in the amount of MOCP in the sample. By this time, the large aggrega-
tion of the bacterial cells owing to flocculation also hampers the interaction of
the viable cells with the MOCP. We also predict that the intracellular substances
along with the dead bacterial cells now present in the medium cause a major
hindrance for MOCP to bind to the favorable sites of the viable cells.
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In contrast, B. subtilis showed increased cell growth in regime III, completely
negating the effect of the MOCP. The rate of growth follows an exponential
curve steadily for the last 3 h of the experiment as given by the positive value of
b in Table 3.2. The mechanism of this re-growth is not fully clear from existing
studies in the literature [34, 28, 30, 32]. We try to explain this phenomenon
by drawing a similarity of the MO cationic protein with lysozyme which is an
antimicrobial cationic protein as well, usually found on mucosal surfaces. Both
of these proteins are characterized by comparable molecular weights [36] (13
kDa for the dimer of MOCP and 14.3 kDa for lysozyme). Studies depicting
the mechanism of antimicrobial activity of lysozyme have revealed that gram-
positive bacteria can develop a resistance to the damaging effects of the protein
through the modification of the peptidoglycan backbone of the cell wall [37].
Due to the similarities between these two proteins and the mechanisms in which
they affect the bacterial cells, we infer that the re-growth observed in our case is
a result of the modification of the peptidoglycan layer of B. subtilis which made
it immune to the impairing effects of MOCP. Interestingly, after developing resis-
tance, the ability of B. subtilis to proliferate was not hindered by the coagulating
effects of the flocculating protein.
Our study suggests that the multi-layered, thick peptidoglycan layer in the
gram-positive bacteria plays an important role in regulating bacterial decay us-
ing MOCP. The gram-negative E. coli, with its much thinner and single layer of
peptidoglycan, is more susceptible to the detrimental effects of the protein. This
is reflected in Table 3.3 where we observed a cessation of bacterial decay in the
presence of 2 mL and 3 mL of extract for B. subtilis. These volumes of extract
are insufficient to cause the decay rates observed in Fig. 3.5 which indicates to
the potential existence of a threshold quantity which is vital for maintaining a
continuous decay for gram-positive bacteria. In all of these cases it is apparent
that the antimicrobial activity is dependent on the number of bacterial cells as
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well as the quantity of extract used.
Previous studies in this field have always dealt with bacterial load reduction
in model turbid water or naturally available river water of varying turbidities.
This is understandable considering Moringa oleifera being very effective (92%-
99%) as a natural coagulant for highly turbid water [38, 30, 28]. Olayemi and
Alabi [39] reported a 65% decrease in total coliform after treating Asa river
water for four days. Madsen et al. [40] reported a 99.99% E. coli reduction
in Blue Nile river water with initial turbidity of 3200 FTU within one h. Less
turbid waters from the White Nile river and other sources when treated with
Moringa oleifera, affected only 90% reduction of E. coli in the first one h. In a
recent study, Nkurunziza et al. [29] developed a linear correlation between the
initial turbidity of sample water and E. coli removal by using water from rivers
Kadahokwa and Rwamamba. At 450 NTU the maximum efficacy of 96% was ob-
served by the researchers. The major mechanism for the reduction of bacterial
load in turbid water is due to the physical removal of bacterial cells from the su-
pernatant together with the majority of the turbidity causing sediments owing to
coagulation. Using the correlation equation of Nkurunziza et al., the predicted
value of E. coli removal is 90.06% for 0 NTU which is close to the maximum of
93.2% obtained in our study. Moreover, the predominant mechanism of bacte-
ria inactivation in non-turbid water is membrane fusion caused by the MOCP.
Interestingly, in all the cases of turbid water [39, 40, 29] bacterial re-growth oc-
curred owing to mainly bacterial release from the sediments. Although our study
also reports a re-growth of B. subtilis, the reasons are rather different because of
fundamental differences in the processes as we have conjectured before.
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3.5 Summary
In the current work we present a detailed study of the antimicrobial properties
of Moringa oleifera seed extract. The bactericidal efficacy of the cationic protein
has been evaluated for non-turbid water at low bacteria concentrations by estab-
lishing bacteria decay curves. Although the seed extract was not able to reduce
the bacteria count in water below the limits set by the World Health Organiza-
tion (0 CFU per 100 mL of potable water), it can still find use in conjunction
with another treatment process or in cases of lesser contamination of potable
water sources. This mode of water treatment, being entirely constituted of nat-
urally available means, finds considerable interest in the field of sustainable and
environment friendly materials to solve drinking water problems in the develop-
ing world. Further research into the mechanism of bacterial decay in presence
of the Moringa oleifera cationic protein would lead to a better insight into the
specific areas of application of this bio-inspired solution to the water treatment
problem.
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Chapter 4
Development of a sustainable water
treatment device1
4.1 Overview
An innovative process of effective ‘fishing, trapping and killing’ of Escherichia
coli (E. coli) in contaminated water samples is proposed here. A naturally oc-
curring sugar, D-glucose, has been adsorbed onto blotting paper strips to facili-
tate the ‘fishing’ of E. coli cells by inducing their chemotactic response towards
the chemoattractant (glucose) concentration gradient. By dipping paper strips
laced with 0.1M glucose in sample contaminated water, we report a maximum
bacterial removal efficiency of 99.5% after a 90 minute duration. The porous
nature of the paper strip facilitates the ‘trapping’ of the bacterial cells within it’s
inherent porous network. Antimicrobial paper strips produced through the ad-
sorption of bactericidal Moringa oleifera cationic protein (MOCP) were used to
‘kill’ the ‘trapped’ E. coli through prolonged contact. Finally, we have combined
1A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication. Saumyadeb Dasgupta, Naga
Siva Kumar Gunda, and Sushanta K. Mitra. Fishing, trapping and killing of Escherichia coli (E.
coli) in potable water. Environmental Science: Water Research and Technology. Under Review,
2016.
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these individual processes into an integrated ’fishing, trapping, and killing’ wa-
ter treatment system, whereby the top and the bottom paper strips containing
chemoattractant glucose are glued with the middle one containing the antimi-
crobial MOCP. Based on the results of the study, we anticipate that this approach
can lead to the development of a new generation of inexpensive and portable
water treatment devices which can passively remove and neutralize deleterious
pathogens from water.
4.2 Introduction
Contaminated water sources continue to pose a major challenge in the twenty-
first century towards providing clean and safe drinking water to the local communities[1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Freshwater resources all over the world are plagued by contam-
inants like traditional chemical wastes from agricultural and industrial sites,
heavy metals, fecal coliforms, viruses as well as new-age pollutants such as
endocrine disruptors and nitrosoamines [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Notably, potable
water sources contaminated by deleterious pathogens pose significant public
health concerns impacting nearly 1.8 billion people globally[12]. This is com-
pounded by the limitations in implementing reliable water treatment solutions
[13, 14, 15, 16] in limited resource communities where chlorine based disin-
fection procedures are still in vogue despite their considerable drawbacks and
long-term health effects[17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Emerging water treatment tech-
niques using nanoparticles[22, 23] and photocatalysts[24, 25] show consider-
able promise for point-of-use purposes but their long term health impacts remain
under continued scrutiny[26, 27]. Hence, there is a pressing need to remove
harmful pathogens without creating toxic by products in compromised water
sources. Effective point-of-use devices and techniques which are cheap, easily
available, portable and non-toxic with minimal energy requirements can serve
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this purpose towards providing clean and safe drinking water to the limited re-
source and marginalized communities.
Our approach towards removing bacteria from water uses the phenomenon
of directed movement of bacterial cells (chemotaxis) towards a favorable chemi-
cal agent. The chemotactic behavior of bacterial cell dispersions has been widely
studied[28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. In the presence of favorable chemical agents, called
chemoattractants, the bacterial cells have been found to migrate towards regions
of higher concentration along the chemoattracting gradient. Certain amino
acids[33] (like aspartate and serine) and sugars[34] (like glucose, fructose and
lactose) function as chemoattractants with varying degree of effectiveness de-
pending upon it’s concentration and the type of bacterial species[35, 29]. Such
controlled behavior has been used in a number of applications ranging from
increasing the efficiency of contact-killing surfaces[36] to regulated mixing in
microfluidic systems[37] and payload delivery in micro-robotics[38]. Our strat-
egy involved incorporating a suitable chemoattractant on blotting paper to lure
Escherichia coli (E. coli), the organism of interest in the study, out of water. Based
on previous research[39, 40], D-glucose or dextrose which is a naturally occur-
ring sugar, was chosen as the model chemoattractant. This approach is akin to
the mechanism of ‘fishing’ using glucose as ‘bait’ to capture E. coli from water.
We note that the use of a porous substrate like paper, instead of an impervi-
ous one, facilitates the ‘trapping’ of the ‘fished’ bacterial cells within the internal
porous network. In the present study, we report a maximum bacterial removal
of 99.5% from water using this ‘fishing’ procedure and subsequently ‘trapping’
them within the blotting paper.
It is important to eventually ’kill’ the trapped bacteria for a complete wa-
ter treatment solution. There are a number of natural materials, such as plant
essential oils [41, 42], allicin[43] and curcumin[44] which have significant bac-
tericidal properties. In our previous work focusing on nature inspired solutions
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for water treatment, [45] we established the efficiency of Moringa oleifera seed
extract in reducing bacterial loads in non-turbid water. Moringa oleifera is a
multipurpose medicinal plant found in regions of tropical climate, especially
in southeast Asia and Africa[46]. Besides having a high nutritional value, the
crude Moringa seed extract has been shown to contain a water soluble flocculat-
ing cationic protein which has been characterized[47, 48, 49] and used in the
treatment of highly turbid water sources[50, 51, 52]. Moreover, this Moringa
oleifera cationic protein (MOCP), present in the seed extract, exhibits antimicro-
bial activity by causing bacterial cell death through the mechanism of membrane
fusion [53, 54]. Naturally, owing to it’s effectiveness and non-toxic nature, we
proceeded with incorporating the antimicrobial MOCP on blotting paper to ‘kill’
the trapped bacteria through prolonged contact.
By using a simple combination of these mechanisms of ‘fishing, trapping and
killing’, we present, in this study, a novel and sustainable water treatment tech-
nique, which is inherently made up of naturally available, biodegradable sub-
stances. The engineered natural system consists of three key components: highly
porous, bio-degradable top and bottom blotting paper strips (Grade GB003,
Whatman) laced with D-glucose and a similar central paper strip laced with
Moringa oleifera seed extract. The principal ingredients, glucose and Moringa
oleifera seeds, are harmless natural products which are conveniently available
worldwide. The glucose works as a chemoattractant to lure the bacteria into
the paper strips which are further killed after coming in contact with the MOCP
present in the Moringa oleifera seed extract. We note that the use of blotting pa-
pers ensured a uniform capillary action facilitating the passive transport of fluid
within our proposed system without the need of any additional pumps thereby
reducing the overall cost of such a system. Our organism of interest was E.
coli, a common Gram-negative bacteria of the fecal coliform group, present in
abundance in compromised potable water sources. Herein, we demonstrate the
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proof-of-concept study of this environment-friendly water treatment approach
by successfully removing 99.5% of E. coli (strain K12) from water.
4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Materials
Sample water used in all experiments was obtained from BarnsteadTM NanopureTM
water purifier (Model No. D11971, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts).
The model microorganism, Escherichia coli (K-12 strain), used in this study was
obtained from New England Biolabs, Ipswich Massachusetts, USA. The blotting
paper (Catalogue no. WHA10427804) used to prepare the paper strips was
procured from Sigma Aldrich, Canada. D-glucose or dextrose (Catalogue no.
3260-1-70) was obtained from Caledon Laboratories Ltd, Ontario, Canada. Lau-
ryl Tryptose Broth (LTB) (Catalogue no. CA90001-768) was used as the growth
medium for E. coli. Luria Bertani (LB) agar (Catalogue no. CA90002-674) was
used to plate the bacteria for the purposes of enumeration. All bacterial growth
media were purchased from VWR, Canada. Sodium chloride (NaCl) obtained
from Sigma Aldrich, Canada, was used to prepare a 0.85% concentrated solution
which was used as a medium to suspend bacteria prior to fluorescent staining.
Dry, unshelled Moringa oleifera seeds were procured from Purelife Herbs, USA.
Standard issue cardboard and adhesives were used to prepare the device. 100
mL glass beakers (Catalogue no. 89000-200) from VWR, Canada were used to
conduct the experiments. A two-pronged clamp (Catalogue no. 80063-610)
from VWR, Canada was used to hold the paper strip combinations in place
during all experiments. E. coli were stained for fluorescence using Live/Dead®
BacLightTM bacterial viability kit (Catalogue no. L7012) from ThermoFisher Sci-
entific, USA. Yellow-green fluorescent nanoparticles, 200 nm in diameter, (Cat-
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alogue no. F8848, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) were used to determine the
protein adsorption on paper fibers. All bacterial growth media were autoclaved
(Primus Sterilizer) according to experimental requirements.
4.3.2 Experimental setup
Figure 4.1 shows the experimental setup used to test the water treatment de-
vice. A two-prong extension clamp obtained from VWR Canada, was attached
to a clamp stand to hold the cardboard scaffold containing the three paper strips
in position. The height of the clamp was adjusted to keep only the lower edge
of the bottom glucose strip (BGS) dipped inside sample water. Similar clamp ar-
rangements were used in tracking the liquid/air interface in control experiments
using single strips of NS and GS and in determining the efficiency of different
GS. Glass beakers containing 60 mL of sample water were used in all the exper-
iments.
Figure 4.1: The experimental setup used to demonstrate the ‘fishing, trapping
and killing’ of E. coli.
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4.3.3 Imaging and characterization system
A DSLR camera (Nikon D5200) was used to capture all the images used in this
study. To capture images of the fluorescence distribution on paper strips, a dark
enclosure was created to prevent interference from ambient light. The light
source and DSLR camera were affixed to the top of the enclosure while the paper
strips were placed on the bottom wooden support (see Fig. 4.2). The mounted
LED light source (Catalogue no. M490L3) used to observe the fluorescence from
stained bacterial cells was attached to an adjustable collimator lens (Catalogue
no. SM2P50-A) and connected to a LED driver (Catalogue no. LEDD1B) which
controlled the current input. A 575 nm bandpass filter was used in conjunc-
tion with the camera to capture the fluorescence from stained E. coli cells. All
lighting and filter accessories were obtained from Thorlabs, USA. The LED light
source was attached with a collimator lens to narrow the light rays to our region
of interest. A scanning electron microscope (Quanta 3D FEG, FEI) was used to
characterize bacterial distributions within the paper strips. For the purpose of
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging, small portions of the paper strips
were cut from the regions of interest and attached to SEM stubs using double
sided carbon tape. The samples were then sputter coated with gold and im-
aged under high vacuum (10−5 Torr) and high voltage (20 kV) with the electron
microscope. A confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 700) was used
for the purposes described in this study. An optical upright microscope (Omax
Epi-fluorescent Trinocular Compound Microscope) was used to capture bacterial
distribution in the chemotaxis assay. The images of the bacterial dispersions in
the chemotaxis assay were captured with an Omax digital camera mounted to
an optical microscope using a ToupView software (ToupTek Photonics). A 0.5X
reduction lens was connected to the camera using an appropriate adapter for
reducing the image size to match the sensor of the digital camera.
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Figure 4.2: The fluorescence and imaging arrangement used to capture the
liquid/air interface and bacteria cells within the paper strips. A 575 nm bandpass
filter is attached to the camera to capture the fluorescent emissions from the
stained bacteria on paper.
4.3.4 Bacterial growth characterization and fluorescent stain-
ing
E. coli was grown overnight (24 hours) in 100 mL of autoclaved LTB at 37◦C
inside an incubator under a constant shaking speed of 150 rpm. The result-
ing culture was enumerated using the plate counting technique following a se-
rial dilution protocol. For the plate counting procedure, LB agar plates were
used and the plated bacteria were incubated overnight (24 hours) at 37◦C be-
fore enumeration. The concentration of bacterial culture prepared before each
set of experiments was maintained at 109 CFU/mL. For staining purposes, the
BacLightTM bacterial viability kit was used. Prior to staining, E. coli cells were
doubly washed in deionized (DI) water according to manufacturer guidelines
and re-suspended in 0.85% sodium chloride solution (NaCl). The fluorescent
dyes Syto 9 and propidium iodide (PI) were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and 3 µL of
the mixture was added per mL of bacterial culture and mixed thoroughly using
a vortex shaker. Before using it in the experiments, the stained culture was kept
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in dark for 15 minutes at room temperature. Only freshly stained cultures were
used in the experiments to ensure uniformity in results.
4.3.5 Preparation of glucose and Moringa paper strips
The blotting paper obtained from Sigma Aldrich, Canada, was cut into 55 mm by
14 mm strips. Solutions of D-glucose of five different concentrations (0.0001M,
0.001M, 0.01M, 0.1M and 1M) were prepared by adding requisite amounts of
glucose in DI water. The paper strips were completely immersed in these solu-
tions and kept on a shaker for 2 hours at room temperature. Thereafter, the wet
strips were removed from the solutions and dried overnight at room tempera-
ture and used as glucose paper strips (GS) in subsequent experiments.
Moringa oleifera seed extract (5% concentration, w/v) was prepared using
previously reported procedures [45]. As with glucose, the paper strips of the
same dimensions were kept immersed in the seed extract for 2 hours under
constant shaking. The strips were dried overnight prior to use in the experi-
ments and are here onward referred to as Moringa paper strips (MS). The 2
hour immersion time was found to be sufficient for the adsorption of glucose
and Moringa oleifera cationic protein (MOCP) onto the paper surfaces.
4.3.6 ‘Fishing’ experiments with glucose paper strips (GS)
The chemoattracting effect of the modified paper strips (GS) was qualitatively
analyzed. We modified the conventional capillary chemotaxis assay [39] by re-
placing the capillary containing chemoattractants with a GS on the glass slide, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. The rest of the chemotaxis setup, as reported by Adler [39],
was kept unchanged. It consists of a U-shaped spacer covered by a coverslip to
create the bacterial chamber. At the start of the experiment, 20 µL of bacterial
culture of concentration 109 CFU/mL was placed carefully inside the chamber.
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Thereafter a small GS was inserted carefully inside the bacterial chamber. Af-
ter 5 minutes, images of bacterial dispersion near the edge of the paper strip
were obtained using the camera attached to an optical microscope. As a control
experiment, a similar piece of paper without glucose (NS) was inserted in the
assay and images of the region around it’s edge were taken after 5 minutes.
Figure 4.3: Schematic of the modified chemotaxis assay using paper strip
treated with glucose solution. A) Microscope image showing bacterial distri-
bution near the control paper (NS, without any glucose additive) edge after 5
minutes. B) E. coli cells near the edge of the glucose paper strip (GS) after 5
minutes. The glucose concentration gradient is shown. Images taken using a
40X brightfield objective. Scale bar is 50 µm.
An initial set of screening experiments were also performed to investigate the
most effective glucose concentration for bacterial chemotaxis. Different GS were
created using five different glucose concentrations (1M, 10−1M, 10−2M, 10−3M,
10−4M) and tested for effectiveness in water samples containing an initial bac-
terial concentration of 1.5 X 106 CFU/mL. The experimental procedure involved
dipping the end of a vertical GS in 60 mL of model contaminated water sample
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with a known initial bacterial concentration. A clamp was used to hold the paper
strips in a stable position (similar to the arrangement shown in Fig. 4.1). The
GS was removed from water after 90 minutes followed by the enumeration of
bacterial count in the residual water sample by serial dilution and plate counting
techniques. LB agar plates were incubated at 37◦C for 24 hours before counting
the number of colonies. Control experiments were conducted using a NS in lieu
of the GS.
4.3.7 Characterization of Moringa paper strips (MS)
The presence of MOCP in the dried MS was verified using yellow-green fluo-
rescent particles (200 nm in diameter, sulphate modified) carrying a negative
surface charge. 10 mL solution of the fluorescing particles with a concentration
of 2.65 X 1010 particles per mL was prepared using DI water. MS were com-
pletely immersed in solutions containing above mentioned fluorescent particles
and kept overnight under constant shaking. This ensured sufficient time for
the electrostatic adsorption of the particles to the surface of the MS due to the
underlying positive charge of the MOCP coating. Thereafter, the samples were
removed from the solution, dried and imaged using a confocal laser scanning mi-
croscope. Untreated paper strips (NS) were subjected to the same experimental
procedure and used as control.
4.3.8 Experiments with the water treatment device
The water treatment device was constructed by a combination of three paper
strips. Using a cardboard scaffold and appropriate adhesives, two GS and a
MS of similar dimensions (55 mm by 14 mm), obtained through the processes
described earlier, were fixed end to end with an approximately 5 mm overlap
between them so that the entire water treatment system is composed of a bottom
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glucose strip (BGS), a middle Moringa strip (MS) and a top glucose strip (TGS),
as shown in Fig. 4.4. During experiments the cardboard scaffold was held with
a clamp to ensure stability. Only the lower edge of the BGS was kept in contact
with contaminated water. The detailed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The contact between the individual strips at the overlap regions was properly
monitored to ensure the smooth transition of water and bacteria along the strips.
Fluorescent stained bacteria, obtained through the procedure described before,
were used in these set of experiments by adding requisite amounts to the sample
water. For all the experiments with the device, 60 mL water samples were used
with an initial E. coli concentration of 1.5 X 106 CFU/mL. The experimental time
was varied to track the liquid/air interface at different positions on the paper
strips with the maximum experimental duration being 90 minutes. After the
conclusion of the experiments, the configuration was removed from water and
kept inside a dark enclosure for imaging, as shown in Fig 4.2. In order to confirm
the presence of stained bacteria in the paper, we used an excitation wavelength
of 490 nm and captured images using a 575 nm bandpass filter attached to the
camera.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the water treatment system showing three paper strips
attached end to end with the lower edge of the paper strip dipped in sample wa-
ter. The magnified images show E. coli moving through the pores of the blotting
paper strips. Green color indicates viable, motile bacteria getting attracted and
moving through the bottom glucose strip. The red color denotes the non-viable
cells due to contact with the middle Moringa strip. The glucose concentration
gradient is shown on the left.
4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 ‘Fishing’ efficiency of Glucose Strips
We hypothesized that a chemoattractant concentration gradient in the bulk me-
dia surrounding the GS would cause the directed migration of bacterial cells
towards and into the GS. A two-fold approach was undertaken to verify this
chemoattracting efficiency of GS. Our findings with a modified chemotaxis assay
(see Fig. 4.3) confirmed that a GS was more efficient in luring bacteria towards
it than a NS. On being introduced into the bacterial suspension, the GS, unlike
the NS, induces a chemoattractant concentration gradient (shown in Fig. 4.3B)
through diffusion to promote the active movement of bacteria along the glucose
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concentration gradient. This was confirmed by the presence of a higher density
of E. coli cells in the area near the edge of the GS after 5 minutes as compared
to the NS (Figure 4.3A).
Figure 4.5 shows that the paper strips dipped in 0.1M glucose solutions were
the most efficient in removing E. coli from water among the different glucose
concentrations (0.0001M, 0.001M, 0.01M, 0.1M and 1M) that were tested. The
GS laced with 0.1M glucose removed 94.5% of the bacterial load, which was
nearly three times more than the bacteria removal facilitated by the NS (Indi-
cated by the 0 glucose concentration in Fig. 4.5). The 33.3% bacterial removal
caused by the NS can be attributed to the inherent capillary transport of E. coli
suspension inside the porous paper. 1M and 0.0001M glucose concentrations
were least effective among the GS with 64% and 67% bacteria removal, respec-
tively, while both the 0.01M and 0.001M GS facilitated greater than 80% bacte-
ria removal. We note that existing literature [36, 34] suggest that the optimum
glucose concentration to promote E. coli chemotaxis is in the vicinity of 10−3M.
Hence, we conclude that the strips dipped in 0.1M glucose solution are able
to create a chemoattracting gradient similar to that caused by 10−3M glucose
solution in capillary chemotaxis assays.
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Figure 4.5: Bacteria removal efficiency of different glucose trips (GS) with var-
ied glucose concentration. A zero glucose concentration refers to the control
experiment with an untreated paper strip (NS). For all the cases, initial bacteria
concentration was 1.5 X 106 CFU/mL. Error bars indicate the standard errors
from three replicate experiments.
Figure 4.6 shows the efficiency of the 0.1M GS over a wide range of bacte-
rial concentrations (102, 103, 104, 105 and 106 CFU/mL). The maximum bacteria
removal efficiency of 99.5% was obtained for samples with an E. coli concentra-
tion of 104 CFU/mL. The results indicate the consistency of bacteria removal by
GS, registering greater than 90% efficiency for all the considered cases. Even
for the worst cases of 102 and 105 CFU/mL, only 7% of the initial contamina-
tion remained in the residual water. Hence, all subsequent experiments were
conducted utilizing the most effective 0.1M GS.
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Figure 4.6: Efficiency of the 0.1M glucose strip (GS) against varying bacterial
concentration. Error bars indicate the standard errors from three replicate ex-
periments.
4.4.2 The ‘trapping’ process
The use of the porous paper substrate was found to be highly beneficial for
the entire process. Besides facilitating the continuous migration of bacterial
cells inside the paper strips through capillary action and hence removing them
from the bulk contaminated water, it’s permeable nature helps in ‘trapping’ the
same bacterial cells within it’s porous network. The pores being much larger
than individual cells, do not hinder the movement of the cells away from the
bulk water source. The preliminary experiments showed that the bacterial cells
‘fished’ from water migrated till the very end of the of the paper strips along with
the liquid/air front (results not shown here for brevity). Hence, the presence of
a porous network is fundamental to the ‘trapping’ process, which could not have
been achieved otherwise by using a substrate of impermeable nature.
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4.4.3 MOCP adsorption on paper
Previously, the antimicrobial properties of MOCP were achieved on the sur-
faces of silica microparticles[55] by simply suspending them in a solution of
the Moringa oleifera seed extract. We hypothesized that the blotting paper strip
would similarly be able to adsorb the water soluble MOCP from the extract and
the protein would retain it’s antimicrobial properties in a dried form. Figure
4.7 shows the images taken of a MS and NS after overnight incubation in a
solution of yellow-green fluorescent particles. The confocal microscopy images
show a very high particle density and hence, a higher fluorescence intensity in
the MS compared to the NS. This served as a definitive proof of the presence
of the MOCP on paper because the negatively charged fluorescent particles are
greatly adsorbed due to the cationic charge of the underlying protein in the MS.
The images clearly depict the distribution of the fluorescing particles along the
paper fibers. The NS, devoid of any cationic surface charge, showed minimal
nanoparticle retention owing to the interaction of surface forces.
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Figure 4.7: A) Intense fluorescence observed in the Moringa paper strip (MS).
Negatively charged fluorescent nanoparticles (200 nm) are adsorbed onto the
paper fiber surface owing to the presence of underlying MOCP coating. B) Very
low fluorescence observed in case of the control paper strip (NS), indicating
significantly lower adsorption of nanoparticles. The confocal (the images at
the left) and the differential interference contrast (DIC) images (at the middle)
were taken using a 5X objective and merged (the images on the right) to create a
perspective of the position of the nanoparticles with respect to the paper fibers.
4.4.4 ‘Killing’ of E. coli
Following the successful ‘fishing’ of bacteria from water, we proceeded towards
‘killing’ the ‘trapped’ E. coli on paper using the MOCP. Earlier studies with MOCP
[45, 53] has established that the flocculating and antimicrobial characteristics of
the protein takes effect approximately 3 minutes after initiation of contact. This
feature necessitated a certain minimum length of the Moringa paper strip (MS)
for the motile bacteria to be in contact with the cationic protein for more than
3 minutes. By tracking the progress of the liquid/air interface, we determined
that a 55 mm long MS would provide a sufficient contact time for this purpose.
Hence, the length of GS was also maintained at 55 mm to maintain uniformity.
We anticipated that the E. coli cells after being ‘fished’ out of water by the BGS,
would smoothly progress into the MS, where they would be neutralized owing
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Figure 4.8: Position of the liquid/air interface (shown by dotted blue line)
and the corresponding bacterial distribution at different experimental times are
shown in the top and the bottom panel, respectively. Yellowish-orange fluo-
rescence on the paper strips, in the bottom panel, indicates the distribution of
bacteria at the interface and away from it during different stages of the experi-
ment. Fluorescence on the control strips (GS and NS) is shown on the right after
90 minutes from the start of the experiment.
to prolonged (greater than 3 minutes) contact with MOCP adsorbed onto the
paper fibers. The principal function of the TGS is in facilitating the transfer of
any viable E. coli cells, which didn’t get killed in contact with MOCP located in
the MS, to the topmost paper strip and essentially trapping them further. The
position of the liquid/air interface and the corresponding bacterial distributions
was tracked at different experimental times. The images obtained from this set
of experiments are shown in Fig. 4.8.
We observed that the E. coli cells move with the interface, rising steadily
owing to capillary action through the porous paper strips, as indicated by the
concentrated fluorescence intensity (emitted by the bacterial cells stained with
fluorescing dyes Syto 9 and propidium iodide) tracing the liquid/air front in Fig.
4.8. We also performed control studies using two separate strips - NS and GS,
each 140 mm long. During the entire 90 minute span of the front tracking exper-
iments using control strips (images not shown), bacterial cells always followed
the liquid/air interface. This is a classic example of motile bacterial cell behav-
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ior, which can also be observed in droplets of bacterial suspensions[56] where
the cells seek towards the droplet/air interface. The combined configuration of
BGS-MS-TGS, on the other hand, indicated an interesting scenario. During the
first 5 minutes, we observed a smooth front movement with the bacterial cells
faithfully following the liquid/air interface, similar to that in the control exper-
iments (see Fig. 4.8). However, as soon as the duration of the front within MS
extended beyond three minutes, we observe a faint fluorescent trail behind the
interface. After 10, 15 and 20 minutes of dipping time, we observed distinct re-
gions with increasing fluorescence away from the interface and along the edges
of the MS and TGS indicating bacterial cell deposits in these areas. Close to
the end of the experiment i.e., at the 60 and 90 minutes mark, we witnessed a
nearly complete separation of the bacterial cells from the interface, as is evident
from the widespread prevalence of highly fluorescing zones away from the in-
terface in the TGS. At the end of the experiment, the fluorescence intensity at
the interface in the TGS is found to be very low as compared to areas away from
it, indicating a much lower concentration of viable E. coli cells at the liquid/air
interface area. This unusual behavior can be explained from the detailed scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the paper strips, which is discussed
later. All the images shown in Fig. 4.8 are representative images as the exact
location and the shape of the interface would vary due to the inherent nature of
randomness in the porous paper strips.
We further confirm here that the fluorescence from paper strip is indeed due
to ‘trapped’ bacterial cells. For this purpose, direct evidence was gathered from
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the used paper strips. The flu-
orescing zones were identified and viewed under high vacuum settings of the
microscope. The SEM images were first captured for the control strip (NS), as
shown in Fig. 4.9 to establish a reference data set. Naturally, under such high
vacuum setting of the SEM, the E. coli cells were not able to retain their char-
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Figure 4.9: SEM images of the control strip (NS) showing bacterial deposition.
The bacterial cells appear fragmented due to the damage caused by the high
vacuum inside the SEM.
acteristic rod like shape and appear fragmented in the images. Images taken all
along the fluorescing interface of the control strip reveals an uniform distribu-
tion of bacterial cells on the individual paper fibers. Except for the fluorescing
liquid/air interface (see right panel in Fig. 4.8), we did not observe significant
bacterial presence elsewhere on the NS.
Subsequently, the three paper strips of the combined configuration were sub-
jected to a similar inspection after the ‘fishing, trapping and killing’ maneuver.
Figure 4.10 displays the bacterial distributions observed in the TGS, MS and
BGS, respectively. The BGS did not show any fluorescence because all the bac-
terial cells had moved onto the MS and TGS as is evident from the SEM images
at the bottom panel of Fig. 4.10. In the ensuing investigation of the fluorescing
regions for the middle MS we were able to observe large deposits of aggregated
bacteria, as shown in Fig. 4.10. These agglomerates are typical consequences of
the flocculating action of MOCP. As reported earlier [45, 53], the mechanisms of
bacterial neutralization by the MOCP is due to a combination of flocculation and
membrane fusion processes leading to non-viable aggregates of bacterial cells.
As the liquid/air interface crosses over to the MS from the BGS, the MOCP, being
water soluble, begins to interact with the bacterial cells at the interface. After
the three minutes mark, both the flocculating and antimicrobial characteristics
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Figure 4.10: SEM images of the TGS, MS and BGS taken under high vacuum.
The left and right panels have different magnifications.
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start taking into effect and the bacterial surface charges are neutralized causing
them to form clusters. Shortly after, the neutralized and clustered bacteria are
unable to follow the liquid/air interface and begin to trail behind. The large
clusters which become comparable to the pore sizes of the paper, are deposited
towards the edges and away from the interface owing to hindrance caused by
the paper fibers. The remaining viable E. coli cells continue to follow the in-
terface up to the TGS where we observe a reduced fluorescence intensity. The
smaller clusters are also pulled along up to the TGS where they lag behind the
interface leaving a trail of non-viable bacteria cells spread across the TGS, as is
evident from the images in the top panel of Fig. 4.10.
4.4.5 Analysis of fluorescence distribution on paper strips
One of the critical challenges in performing fluorescence experiments with pa-
per strips containing both the bacteria and the Moringa extract is that the MOCP
present in the extract also fluoresce along with the tagged bacteria within an
overlapping wavelength. The inherent fluorescence of most proteins arises due
to the presence of the amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine[57]. When excited
by a light source at 295 nm, the emission spectra of purified MOCP is found to
be dominated by tryptophan emissions[58] with a maxima at the wavelength of
343 ± 2 nm. Moreover, existing literature suggests that the emission spectrum
of MOCP and Syto 9 (used for staining Escherichia coli cells) overlap around the
440 nm - 450 nm region [59, 58]. Therefore, if the paper strips are excited
with a light of wavelength 490 nm (outside the emission spectrum of MOCP),
we would only observe fluorescent emissions from Syto 9 and propidium io-
dide, devoid of any contribution from tryptophan and tyrosine, which would
then confirm the presence and distribution of bacteria at the fluorescing regions.
Based on the studies of Stocks [59] and Kwaambwa and Maikokera [58], we
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also hypothesized that a 302 nm excitation wavelength would reveal a fluores-
cent distribution on the paper strips with contributions from both MOCP and
the stained bacteria. This was confirmed in our observations displayed in Fig.
4.11. The paper strips illuminated by a 302 nm ultraviolet light source (UV
Lamp, Cole Parmer, Canada) showed increased fluorescence when compared
with those imaged using a 490 nm light source, the former indicating the addi-
tional fluorescent emissions from tryptophan residues within the protein. The
protein, being water soluble, is transported from the MS to the TGS along with
the bacterial aggregates leading to larger fluorescing zones within TGS (see im-
ages after 15 minutes dipping time in Fig. 4.11). The control strip (GS) did
not exhibit any additional fluorescing zones under 302 nm excitation thereby
confirming the absence of any protein. The fluorescence in the control strips is
solely due to the fluorescent stained bacteria.
We note a couple of key points in analyzing the fluorescent distributions
caused by the protein and fluorescent tagged bacterial cells. First and fore-
most, quantification of the live and dead cells from these images based on the
fluorescence intensity distribution were not carried out because of the porous
nature and the considerable thickness of the blotting paper strips. Also Syto 9
has been known to show strong bleaching effect [60] which considerably de-
creases the fluorescing intensity with time giving unrealistic results. Secondly,
in our study we have used crude Moringa oleifera seed extract on paper. The
Moringa seeds contain nearly 27% proteins by mass [50] of which only 1.2%
is constituted by MOCP[53]. This introduces a lot of water soluble proteins
unaccounted for within the seed extract, which do not possess any flocculat-
ing or antimicrobial properties but contribute towards the fluorescence owing
to the ubiquitous presence of tryptophan and tyrosine. Although using a 302
nm excitation wavelength minimizes the fluorescence emissions of tyrosine, the
overlapping tryptophan emissions from the other water soluble proteins, make it
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almost impossible to distinguish the exact locations of MOCP in the used paper
strips.
Figure 4.11: Fluorescence observed on paper under different set of excitation
wavelengths for different time instants during the experiment. The intact con-
figuration was dismantled and laid out as three separate strips - bottom glucose
strip (BGS), middle Moringa strip (MS), and top glucose strip (TGS) for visual-
ization purpose. In the first 5 minutes, the liquid/air interface has moved into
MS, as indicated here with appreciable fluorescence for both the light sources.
After 15 minutes, the front has moved in the TGS, as indicated by the position of
the liquid/air interface. At the end of experiment (90 minutes), a broader spread
of fluorescence indicates the presence of bacterial clusters along with water sol-
uble MOCP that has transported from MS to TGS. Comparison between the the
left and the right panels for the dismantled strips shows greater intensity of flu-
orescence under UV light indicating the contribution of MOCP. The control strip
(GS) at the far right panel did not show any extra fluorescing regions under UV
light confirming that no additional fluorescence arises in the absence of Moringa
seed extract.
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4.5 Summary
In the current work we present a novel technique of ‘fishing, trapping and killing’
bacterial cells which has a significant potential in point-of-use water treatment.
This proof-of-concept study indicates that the process can be integrated into an
innovative water treatment device constituted of easily available blotting paper
strips laced with natural materials like glucose and Moringa oleifera seed extract.
Using the chemotactic response of E. coli towards glucose, the device is capable
of luring 99.5% of bacterial load from sample water onto the paper strip. The in-
novative configuration of top and bottom glucose strips help in trapping the bac-
teria within the paper substrate where the E. coli cells are killed by the centrally
placed Moringa strips due to the bactericidal action of the MOCP, the presence
of which has been confirmed using negatively charged fluorescent nanoparti-
cles. The distribution of the fluorescent tagged E. coli cells on paper strips have
been characterized through detailed SEM imaging. Overall, the findings demon-
strate a sustainable water treatment technique using the antimicrobial activity of
MOCP and the chemoattracting properties of glucose. Our paper device was ef-
fective in ‘fishing, trapping and killing’ E. coli in a very simple and efficient man-
ner. One of the possibilities to deploy this kind of new water treatment device is
in the form of a dip pen, where one can package the three strips as a cartridge of
a pen and then dip such pen to treat a glass of water. The pen can be immersed
in the water for a specified time to remove the bacterial contaminant. Figure ??
showcases one such possible design and we named it as a DipTreat device. Dip-
Treat device would be a powerful hand-held tool for rapid treatment of water in
remote communities and even for military applications, where one can dip this
DipTreat device inside water collected in a glass (typically 250 mL size) for more
than 3 min to get the water cleaned. The use of a chemoattractant to lure bac-
teria from water towards an antimicrobial protein in a paper based scaffold has
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significant potential to be a ‘clean and green’ technology as well as an economic
solution towards removing pathogens from potable water. The efficiency of the
system can be enhanced by preparing the MS with higher extract concentrations
thereby incorporating more protein molecules which would augment bacteria
neutralization [45]. We anticipate that this technique can be generalized for a
large number of deleterious waterborne pathogens by using a combination of ef-
fective chemoattractants and contact killing antimicrobials which can be easily
integrated with paper scaffolds. Moreover, this technique can be expanded to
remove pathogens from other contaminated beverages like milk and fruit juices.
This strategy can also find use towards targeted pathogen removal from water or
any liquid media through the use of species specific chemoattractants. The use of
glucose and Moringa oleifera in our case, ensures that no harmful chemicals are
leached into the sample water, which could otherwise have an adverse impact to
public health. We envision that this technique can be converted into a compact
point-of-use product for water treatment in limited resource communities across
the globe.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Different aspects of improving existing water quality monitoring and develop-
ment of novel water treatment techniques have been explored in this study.
The first objective of this research was to develop a portable concentrating
device to improve point-of-use microfluidics based pathogen detection systems.
In pursuance of this objective, commercially available hollow fiber filter mod-
ules which can be operated manually, were selected as the basic device to per-
form the concentration procedure based on their re-usable and portable nature.
Employing the procedure of tangential filtration through manually operated sy-
ringes, an initial investigation was carried out using latex microspheres as model
organisms. This examination provided an estimate of the optimum working con-
ditions to be employed for actual bacteria recovery tests and also revealed the
importance of an elution step in the process. Model indicator bacteria, E. coli
(K-12 strain), was then used to perform a set of preliminary experiments under
different operating conditions. Better recovery efficiencies were observed for
the hollow fiber membranes with lower anisotropy (asymmetry) and pore sizes.
These observations indicated that to achieve an efficient concentrating device,
a suitable elution fluid was needed, which would reduce bacterial adhesion to
the membrane walls and keep the cells in suspension. Due to their unique struc-
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ture and properties, surfactants like Tween 20, Tween 80 and dispersants like
SHMP were tested as elution fluids. Among the different combination of surfac-
tants and dispersant tested in this study, a 1:2:1 mixture of Tween 20 (0.01%,
vol/vol), Tween 80 (0.1%, vol/vol) and SHMP (0.01%, by weight) was found to
be the most efficient elution fluid providing a high bacterial recovery efficiency
of 98%. In addition to developing the optimized protocol for the use of the elu-
tion fluid, the concentration process was able to reduce the sample volume to a
few hundred microliters and retain a viable concentration of target microorgan-
ism to accommodate the miniature detection devices.
Possible implications: The development of such highly efficient elution
fluids can help to bypass complicated steps of filter pre-treatment and sample
amendment which are currently in practice and have their own set of drawbacks.
This system can be easily integrated to a whole host of detection devices as sam-
ple transfer is facilitated by simple syringe connections reducing the chance of
sample contamination. Hence, through optimized protocols, this technique can
address water quality issues through proper point-of-use monitoring.
The second objective of this thesis was to address the problem of water treat-
ment by using the seed extract of the naturally available Moringa oleifera plant.
In this part of the thesis, a nature inspired solution was chosen to focus towards
an environment-friendly approach. Moringa oleifera seed extract contains the
antimicrobial MOCP which causes bacterial cell death through the fusion of in-
ner and outer cell membranes. We targeted towards reducing bacterial loads in
non-turbid potable water by using the crude seed extract. A crude seed extract
was produced by suspending powdered unshelled seeds in DI water and subse-
quently filtering the suspension through 0.45 µm membrane filter. An initial set
of bacterial growth inhibition tests in solid (agar) and liquid media (LTB) were
conducted using the seed extract and model bacteria E. coli, where parameters
like extract concentration, extract volume and bacterial concentrations were var-
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ied and their impacts identified. These were followed by simple jar tests to eval-
uate the temporal decay behavior of Gram-negative E. coli and Gram-positive
B. subtilis in non-turbid water under the effect of different volumes and con-
centrations of extract. We observed that the MOCP rapidly took effect, causing
bacterial cell death as early as 3 minutes from the start of the experiments. The
decay characteristics for both bacterial species were found to follow exponential
trends with three distinct regimes. Using a 10 mL volume of seed extract (5%
concentrated), a maximum bacterial decay of 93.2% for E. coli and 96.2% for B.
subtilis was observed over a span of 6 hours. The results indicated that bacterial
decay was enhanced by the flocculating properties of MOCP as well, leading to
an increased rate of decay in the initial regime for both the bacterial species
under examination. The Moringa seed extract is a promising solution for cheap
and sustainable water treatment with the added advantage of being harmless in
nature. Although it is unable to remove bacterial contaminants completely, its
ease of use along with the widespread availability of Moringa oleifera plants can
address the preliminary household water treatment needs for limited resource
communities.
Possible implications: Certain challenges such as residual turbidity in wa-
ter after treating with Moringa seed extract need to be addressed as the organic
residues may spur further contamination. The antibacterial properties of MOCP
can be applied to create antibacterial surfaces and coatings which can replace
the use of harmful chemicals. The development of methods and devices which
can integrate natural substances like MOCP for point-of-use water treatment can
lead to sustainable techniques and go a long way towards improving the quality
of life in limited resource settings.
The third objective of this research was focused towards the development of
a sustainable water treatment system targeted towards microbial contaminants.
We have demonstrated a novel and simple approach for rapid removal of E.
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coli form water through a combination of ‘fishing, trapping and killing’ processes.
Using paper strips laced with chemoattractant glucose molecules, the chemotac-
tic response of bacterial cells is triggered whereby luring them onto the porous
paper strips, away from bulk contaminated water. The inherent porosity of the
paper helps in trapping the fished E. coli cells within the internal porous network.
Further investigations have demonstrated that these trapped bacterial cells can
be killed through prolonged contact (more than 3 minutes) by transferring them
onto a paper strip laced with Moringa oleifera seed extract. The experimental
results indicate that using an end-to-end combination of three blotting paper
strips with the top and bottom coated with glucose and the middle one coated
with Moringa seed extract, a maximum of 99.5% of the bacterial load can be re-
moved in 90 minutes. Our results also indicate that the capillary action induced
by the porous paper ensures the smooth transfer of the bacterial cells from the
sample water and inside the paper strips. The main advantage of this process is
that it uses easily available natural substances and bio-degradable paper, leaving
no harmful residues in the treated water. This unique and environment-friendly
process has tremendous potential as a rapid, point-of-use water treatment sys-
tem and can be applicable towards broader implementations in communities.
Possible implications: The development of different combinations of suit-
able chemoattractants and antimicrobials can lead us to build a new generation
of devices for simple and easy removal of pathogenic bacteria, virus and para-
sites from contaminated water sources.
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5.1 Future work and recommendations
Antibacterial surfaces
The antimicrobial properties of MOCP can be implemented on any kind of sur-
faces in a very simple manner as shown in the current work. This can find
potential application in devising contact killing surfaces which have a multitude
of applications in hospitals and food packaging industry. MOCP can be adsorbed
onto almost any surface with varying degree of effectiveness due to its cationic
nature. By simply pouring requisite amounts of the concentrated seed extract
on the concerned surface and drying it, a layer of antibacterial coating can be
implemented in an inexpensive manner. To further improve its effectiveness,
the MOCP must be extracted and purified from the seed extract through protein
isolation and purification processes. The MOCP being water soluble, can also be
harnessed onto the surface through a similar approach.
Targeted water treatment devices
Future work may be needed to quantify the viable and non-viable bacterial cells
after the ‘fishing trapping and killing’ process, as described in Chapter 4. Fur-
ther modifications to the device may be needed to improve and quantify the
contact killing efficiency of the Moringa paper strips. As most bacterial species
show chemotactic behavior, this general technique can be implemented to re-
move only specific pathogenic strains from water using a suitable chemoattrac-
tant corresponding to the target bacterial species. These targeted devices can
be focused towards areas, where the water sources are contaminated by spe-
cific bacterial strains. Moreover, the fundamental principle remaining the same,
these devices can be used to treat other contaminated liquids such as milk and
fruit juice, for which further experiments are necessary.
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Appendix A
Experimental conditions and
control data
A1 Temperature conditions for experiments
Unless specifically mentioned, all experimental procedures in this research were
conducted at an ambient temperature of 22◦C. All E. coli cultures were grown
at 37◦C within an incubator. The B. subtilis strain used in the experiments were
grown at 30◦C.
A2 Control experiment for E. coli growth in LTB
Figure A1 shows the control growth curve of E. coli in the absence of Moringa
oleifera seed extract at a temperature of 37◦C. Lauryl Tryptose Broth (LTB) was
used as the liquid nutrient media in this experiment.
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Figure A1: The control experiment where E. coli was grown in LTB only without
any Moringa oleifera seed extract. Experiments were performed in triplicates for
each data point.
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Appendix B
Comparison Table
B1 Comparison between point-of-use water treat-
ment products
Table B1: Comparison of dip and treat device with current products in the
market.
Products Technology Used TargetedContaminants Price Efficiency
Power
Source
Filtration bottles,
filtration straws,
gravity filters
Microfiltration Bacteria andprotozoa $20 - $150 >99%
Not
required
Filtration bottles Ultrafiltration andadsorption
Bacteria, virus,
protozoa,
chemicals,
particulates, heavy
metals
$60 - $400 >99% Required insome cases
Chemical pills and
solutions Chemical treatment
Bacteria and
protozoa $10 - $ 20
Variable,
depending
on water
sources
Not
required
UV bottles and pens Ultraviolet light Bacteria, protozoaand virus $70 - $150 > 99% Required
DipTreat strips
(present research)
Bacterial
chemotaxis and
contact-killing
antimicrobial agent
Bacteria (E. coli)
$12 (per 100
strips, rough
estimate)
> 99% Notrequired
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